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ABSTRACT 
Coastal currents and water column stratification frequently 
a r e determined by local phenomena that interact to produce 
comp l ex dynamics. />, process study was designed to assess the role 
of tides over a coastal shel f break as a loca l source of internal 
waves spatially-inhomogeneous, baroclinic residual currents, and 
internal mixing. The temporal evolution of three dimensional 
stratification and currents were characterized within a 4Kmx4Krn 
box close to the mouth of Monterey Canyon, California. Strong, 
barocl inic, unidirectional, spatially inhomogeneous jet-like 
currents were observed with 24 hour periods, together with the 
occurrence of semidiurnal thermocline oscillations and vertically 
mixed layers . 
The linear theory of Baines (1982) predicts the existence 
of significant tidal l y forced internal waves in the area, with 
an interfacial mode at the thermocline decoupled from the 
internal waves propagating in the weaker stratification below. 
/>, ray tracing method is developed to study the nonlinear 
propagation of these tidally forced internal waves by considering 
wave advection and straining by the topographically controlled 
barotropic tidal flow while neglecting internal wave-wave 
interactions . I t is found that non I inear interaction of tida l ly 
forced internal waves with the topographical ly controlled 
barotropic tidal flow is a mechanism capable of forcing residUal 
currents and internal wave shear instabilities that are capable 
of creating internal mixed layers similar to those observed at 
the mouth of Monterey Canyon. 
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Coa sta l c u r ren ts a nd water column s trati ficat i on a re 
d e termined by l oca l surface fo rcing, enhrmced tides, rivers, 
topogra phy and the coastal boundary, together with lar ge r 
s cale o cea n dynamics. These characterist i c s determ i ne and 
contro l c ircu l ation patte rns and distinquish c oasta l reg i o ns 
f rom th e d eeper ocean. Recent l y, the development o f indus t r i e s 
re lated to t h e exp l ora t ion of sea resources have inc reased 
s igni ficantly, and meth ods are now required t o b a lance 
environme nta l impacts a nd industry needs. The increase in t he 
st r ate gi c i mp o rtance of these areas, where most o f the 
i n teraction betwe e n man and the ocean occurs, shou l d int r o du ce 
some pri or i t y t o underst a ndi n g the dynami cs o f these c oastal 
regio n s. 
Th e s t udy o f specific mechanisms contributing to advec t ion 
a nd mi x i ng in c oastal areas over i rregular topograph y 
cons ti tutes the broad o bjective of t h i s research. This 
objecti v e is fundame n tal to a large number of f i elds , 
inc l uding the s t u dy of sediment transport, po l l utant 
dispersion, coastal air- sea interaction, marine biology, oi l 
dril ling , coastal engineering, and ocean acoustics. 
A process study was designed to assess the role of tides 
and wind forcing on mixing and advection close to the 
continental shelf break, where steep topography and 
s tratification important. A 3 day surface mixing 
experiment was executed in September 1991 to assess some of 
the complex dynamics in Monterey Bay. An Acoustic Doppler 
Current Profiler (ADCP) and a Tow-yo CTD package was used to 
measure currents and stratification with approx i mately 200m 
horizontal resolution along a closed square path with 4Km 
legs, sampled approximately every 2 hours. The measurement 
site was on the southern side of the Monterey submarine 
canyon, c l ose to the canyon mouth, over high l y irregular 
topography ranging from 600 to 1500m depth (see Figure 11-
A.1) . The comp l ex dynamic interactions summarized in Figure 1-
A.1 were considered during this study. 
A brief summary of the experimental observations wh i ch 
motivated this wo r k fol l ows. The winds were moderate 
throughout the observation period, resulting in a very shal l ow 
surface mixed layer. strong spatial inhomogeneities in the 
upper ocean current and temperature structure were observed in 
the surveyed area. The analyzed oceanographic data suggest 
that the measurement box intersects an anticyclonic mean 
baroc l inic flow of the order of O.05ms·1 • strong baroclinic and 
spatially inhomogeneous northward jet-like featu r es were 
observed 24 hours apart in the south-west. portion of the 
surveyed a r e a . 'fhe maximum currents occurred between 50 to 
150m, with o .Joms·1 pe a k v elocities. These j e t-like pul s es 
shal l owe d with t ime , reaching the surface at the end of the 
measu rements. 
Thermocline o sc illations a t t idal periods h a ving 
amplitudes of up to 20m were observed at t he north-west c orner 
of the surveyed area. The internal wave field was 
characterize d b y an i nter fa cial mode at tidal fre quency and by 
s maller scal e internal waves propagating in th e stratif i ed 
layer be l o w the thermocl i ne. vertical thermocline oscillations 
we re obse r ved above the current maxima, wi th e pisodic 
vertically homogenized patches. 
An i nterna l mixe d l ayer was observed wi th i n the 
thermocline, b e tween 20m and 50m depth at the west part o f the 
surve yed a rea, with strong ent rainment of warmer water down 
into t he internal mixed layer, occurring in an area o f 
intensified vert ica l s hear. 
I n the p resent wo r k it wi l l be shown that t he internal 
tides ( Baines , 1982 ; Huthnance, 1989) were responsible for t he 
observed the rmocline oscillations and for the occurrence of 
st r ong vertical shear . Furthermore, the non 1 inear interaction 
o f the i nterna l tides and the topographically enhanced 
b arotrop ic t i de (Will mot, 1987; Maze, 19!17: Pichon et a 1. , 
] 990) wi ll be studied using a numerical model to show that it 
is the p r obable cause of the strong baroclinic, spatially 
inhomogeneous, unidirectional currents observed at the mouth 
of the canyon. Finally, the role of the tidally forced 
baroclinic velocity field in forcing strong mixing events 
(New, 1988), like the event observed during the MBAY 
experiment, will be discussed. This work is organized as 
follows. Chapter I describes the motivation and the scientific 
objectives. Chapter II, describes the Monterey Bay Mixing 
Experiment (MBAY) conducted in Monterey Bay in early September 
1991, and the data processing methods used in the analysis. 
Chapter III discusses observations to motivate the hypotheses 
for the interpretation of the observed phenomena. Chapter IV 
presents the theoretical approaches; the linear theory of 
Baines (1982) is used first to estimate the magnitude of the 
forced fields, and then a ray tracing method is developed to 
study the propagation of the tidally generated internal waves; 
finally, a Richardson number criteria is used to estimate 
potentially unstable areas where mixing is likely to occur. 
Chapter V presents the conclusions and recommendations for 
future work, emphasizing the scientif ic contributions of the 
present development. 
SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVE 
The oceanic tide is a barot ropic phenomena that can be 
pred icted locally (Gill, 1982). However, interaction with the 
coastal topography and s tratification can result in mean tidal 
residual flows driven by potential vorticity conservation 
mechanisms ( Rob i n s on, 198 3; Mass et al., 1989a, b ), which 
contribute signi f icantly t o c hangi ng t h e loc al advection 
patterns. Furthermore , the barot r opic tidal mot i ons 
i nteracting with t h e upper ocean stratification may also c ause 
o s cillat i on s i n d e nsity gradients , f orcing internal waves 
group s which propagate away from the generat i on areas i. e. , 
internal tides ( Baines , 19 8 2) . These tidal forced internal 
waves are o f ten non-l inear (Willmott, 1987 ; Maze , 1987; 
Huthnana ce, 1989), a nd may force mix i ng events b y vertical 
shear ins t a bility mec h an isms when the gradient Ri chardson 
number bec omes suf f i c ientl y small (New, 1988 ). However , none 
of the ex i sting t heories account for the existence o f the 
strong, baroclin i c , unidi rectional curr ent pu l s es obse rved 
during the MBAY e xpe riment. 
To evaluate t h e imp ort a nce of internal t ides in the survey 
region , t h e t ida l ly f orced n e ar-inertial interna l wave f ield 
is e st i mated using the l inear model of Ba ines (198 2). The 
model u s es idealized t o pography whi c h approxima t es t he 
continenta l s l ope close to t he southern part of the Monterey 
Bay , a nd is f orced by an estimated barotropic tidal field. The 
modele d ve l ocity f ield is then compared with the MBAY 
observat ions . 
TO study near- inertial internal wave propagation on a non-
stationary , i nhomogeneous mean flow, a nonlinear numerical ray 
tracing method is deve loped, neglecting wave-wave i n t erac tions 
but retaining the advective and straining effects o f the 
underlying flow. This model also uses idealized topography 
approximating the continental slope in the southern part of 
Monterey Bay, and is forced with the Baines model internal 
wave field at the shelf break and by an estimated 
topographically controlled barotropic tidal flow. The 
interpretation of the numerical results emphasizes the 
existence of rectified baroclinic flow, which is comparable to 
the observed strong, baroclinic, unidirectional currents. The 
modeled Velocity fie l ds and observed mean stratification are 
also analyzed for the existence of potentially unstable 
internal shear layers, which could cause vertical shear 
instabilities and subsequent mixing. 
The present work is based on the internal tide propagation 
linear models of Baines (1982) and New (198B), and on the non-
linear studies of internal tides using layer models by Maze 
(19B7) and Willmott (19B7), where only the advection was 
considered. The primary contribution of this work is 
extension of Kunze (19B5), who studied the propagation of 
near-inertial internal waves on geostrophic shear, by 
considering the time variability of the under l ying velocity 
field through which the waves propagate. 
II. MONTEREY BAY MIXI NG EXPERIMENT 
DATA COLLECTION 
To obtain physical data and to study the p hoto adaptat i on 
of biolog i cal a ctiv i ty under the inf l uence o f a d vec t ion and 
diffusion, t he Monterey Bay Mixing Experiment (MBAY ) was 
execute d bet ween 4-7 Se ptember 1991 in Monterey Bay under the 
s ponsorship of t he US Office of Naval Research, the Commander 
of Nava l Oceanographic Command (CNOC), and the Monterey Bay 
Aquar ium Research Jnstitute (MBARI). Two ships, the RV " Point 
Sur" (spon s ored b y CNOC) and the RV "Point Lobos ", and a 
Remote operated Veh icle (ROV) from the MBARI, we re used as 
platforms to dep loy a Tow - Yo conductivity-Temperature - Dep th 
(CTD) profiler ( S-80m depth, O.25m bins), a CTO profiler (0-
120m) wi t h water samplin g, two Acoustic Doppler Cur r e nt 
Profil ers (ADCP) (7 -263m depth, 4m bins), a laser s canner with 
a high resolution video camera for d irect bulk d i f f usiv ity 
measurements, a Coherent-Doppler-Veloc ity (COV) package f o r 
mic r o s tructure measurement s of shear, velocity. p ressure, 
tempe r ature and sa l inity, and two meteorolog i cal packages for 
the me asurement of the atmospheric conditions and b u lk a ir-
ocean fluxes. Both ships used Global Pos i t i oning System (GPS ) 
nav i g a t i o n with 5 0m accuracy. Simultaneous satellite Advanced 
Very Hi gh Reso l ut ion Radiometer (AVHRR) imagery and Coasta l 
Ocean Dynamics Application Radar (CODAR) maps were also 
analyzed to determine background conditions. 
The RV "Pt. SUR" followed a closed square path with 4 Kro 
legs, repeated 27 times, over the Monterey Canyon above a 
highly variable ocean floor. ADCP velocity, temperature and 
conductivity profiles and meteorological data were recorded 
with spat i a l/ tempora l resolutions of 120m/60s (ADCP velocity), 
360m/l80s (temperature and conductivity) and 60m/30s 
(meteorological variables). The RV "Pt.Lobos" was stationed 
inside the closed path recording water velocity profiles and 
meteorological data, and controlling the MBARI ROV which 
measured bulk diffus iv ity and microstructure levels at 
selected depths between 10 and 50m. These measurements 
provided direct diffusion and turbulence estimates while 
simultaneously characterizing the internal wave field, tides, 
wind stress, and surface buoyancy fluxes. The full data set 
provided observations of mixing in surface and internal 
layers, while the evolution of the forcing mechanisms in a 
sub-mesoscale coastal region were identified. A sketch of the 
survey is shown in Figure II-A. 1. 
section plots were made of the ADCP and Tow-Yo data from 
the RV "Pt.Sur" to show the evolution of the velocity 
components, temperature, salinity and water density profiles 
as the "Pt.Sur" traveled around the square box (one plot per 
box). Strong jet-l ike current features associated with layers 
of strong shear occurred periodically throughout the 
ob s e rvat ion period close to specific depths (surface , upper 
thermocl ine and lower thermocl ine) , as shown in the e xample in 
F igure l 1-A.2 . However , these strong velocity and shea r events 
were only seen at the same locations with in the small sur vey 
box, demonstrating the s trongly inhomogeneoll s c haract er of the 
velocity fi eld. 
Con s i d e r ing the temperature profiles of Figure ll -A. 3, the 
occurrence o f isothe rm deepening between profi les 472 and 4 7 5 
within the strong vert ical shear region (F igure l l - A. 2) 
s ugges ts that a st::-o ng mi x i ng event occurred . These mi xed 
layers occur wel l with in the pycnocline, suggesting they are 
not directly f orced by atmospheric fluxes . understanding h ow 
these s trong shear layers appear and evo l ve is an impor tant 
s tep i n c haracte rizing forcing mechanisms for mi xi ng and 
di ffusion in the area. 
Wel l resolved temperature inversions were frequently 
observed within the t hermocline; however, the water c o lumn wa s 
still h ydrostat ica lly stab l e as salinity compensation is 
occurring wi t h the formation of cold and fresher water layers 
abov e warm and sal tier water l ayers below, as the T-S diagrams 
of Figure I1-A.4 show . These diagrams are displayed for two 
boxes 12 hours apa r t s howing a general reduction in density in 
the water column, particularly at 30m depth where sigma-theta 
decreases from 25 .7 t o 25 .2 with the water becoming warmer a nd 
fresher. The generation of new water types on these t ime 
scales can only be explained by the occurrence of strong local 
mixing or by lateral intrusions at these depths. 
The CDV and laser-scanner-video data from the ROV were 
processed separately because of their specific characteristics 
and scientific purpose. The results of the analysis of this 
data will be reported elsewhere. 
B. DATA PROCESSING 
After the prel i minary processing and analysis, the RV 
"Pt. Sur" data discussed in the previous section were spooled 
to both the DOS and Unix environments for further processing 
using MATLAB software. To characterize the features mentioned 
in t he previous section, the following methodo logy was 
employed: 
1. Develop an Objective Ana l ysis procedure to f it the 
survey data into a regular grid to facilitate compa r ison 
between different data types, allow uniform averaging of 
properties, and to assess the spatial and tempora l 
characteristics of the observed features. 
2. Process ADCP data using a reference layer to 
determine relative v elocities and shear, and navigate the 
reference layer using the ship's Global position System (GPS) 
data to estimate absolute current profi les. 
Develop a spectral estimator to detec t dominant 
propagating waves in the data, based on the repeated box 
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sampling method (t ime series following similar spatially 
closed paths). 
4 . Characterize and iden tify strong shear l ayers in 
space and time from the ADCP velocities and relate them to the 
s tratif ication by est i mati ng the gradient Richardson numbers. 
5 . Characterize the i nternal wave field, emphasi zing 
near- inertial frequenc ies a nd tide components. 
6 . Ide nti fy mixing events and their temporal/spatial 
d istributi o n u sing a Richa r dson number c ri teria. 
7. Pe rform mass, momentum and vorticity balances. 
Obj ective Ana lysis (OA ) 
To fi t the ADCP and Tow-Yo data into a regul a r time 
and space grid, mul t i-dimens ional interpolat ion met h ods are 
used. Ideally, t hese methods are based on corre lation 
functions obtained from the data, requiring robust stati s tics 
and sta t i o narit y not seen in our observations. As the 1'.DCP 
vertica l sampl ing was made e very 4m and the Tow-Yo sampling 
every O.25m , t he Tow -Yo data were smoothed and then decima t ed 
so that both da ta types were binned every 4m. Therefore, the 
01'. was performed o nly in time and in the horizonta l 
dimensions. 
Base d on the f our corners, whose coordinates are given 
in Table 11-1'.-1.1, f our legs of a square were defined with 12 0 
meter spClt i al sampling and 1 minute lClgs between consecutive 
samp l es Cl10ng each leg. SeverCl l analys is methods were tested: 
optimum interpolation, linear regression, least squares 
polynomial fit and inverse distance weights. Because of i ts 
form, well-based statistical assumptions, and easy 
generalization, the optimum interpolation method (Haltiner and 
Williams, 1980; Carter, et al., 1986) was chosen. In this 
method, it is assumed that the field at the grid points can be 
obtained from a linear filter operation applied to the 
neighboring observations of the type: 
(1) 
where the Y's are the field values (observed and at grid 
points), e's are the error and the p's are the filter weights. 
Following a least-mean-square error approach and assuming that 
the data spans a stochastic vectorial subspace where the 
observed inner product is defined by the operator E [] (i. e. , 
ensemble expected value); the least square condition requires 
the assimilation error vector to be orthogonal to the observed 
data vectors, i.e., error and measurements exist in orthogonal 
subspaces. Then 
(2) 
Defining the correlation function (CF) 
(3) 
and assuming a s tationa ry and homog e neous field, the f Unction 
CF can be no rmal i z ed b y the variance of Y. The s ol u tion o f the 
least- s qua re cond i tion is the so lution o f a herm i tian system 
o f equations, with ones in the main d i agona l and smaller 
absolute values elsewhere, i n the form: 
( 4 ) 
(where squa re brackets s tand f or a matrix a nd unde rline f or a 
vector). A potent i a l problem for repea ted samp l es, or for 
purely periodic fiel ds is that they may generate a singular 
correlation matri x. A s ol ution to this problem i s to ide ntify 
r epea ted or periodic samp l es and remove them from the 
obse rvations before t he ana lysis. Anot her approach is to use 
a n eigenvalue threshold criteria that allows handling 
redundant observations, or i l l conditioned matrices. This 
procedure, based on t he singular value decomposit ion ( SVO) 
(St r ang, 198 8 ; Hayki n, 1989) allows any correlation mat rix to 
be inv e r t ed and g ives stable numerica l resu l ts. Def i n ing the 
pse u d o-invers e matrix ( P I NV) (S t rang, 1 988) 
PI/-iV " oTT Q (5 ) 
whe r e [CF ] = 2 E 21 , 2 is the orthonorma l matrix of the 
e igenve cto r s of [ CF ] and E1 is a diagonal mat r ix with the 
inverse of the dominant square eigenvalues of [CF] and zeros 
for eigenvalues smaller than a threshold. The filter impulse 
response is given by 
(" 
and the mean square error (MSE) , normalized by the fie l d 
variance, is 
MSE'" 1-LPPO ,k (7) 
As the limited data sampling prevents an accurate 
estimate of the two dimensional, depth dependent correlat i on 
function of each variable from being estimated accurately, the 
common practice of using an appropriately behaved analytical 
corre l ation function has been implemented. 8ased on the 
correlation decrease with time and distance for non-periodic 
data, several fUnctions can be considered and tuned for each 
specific application. In this work, the function displayed in 
Figure 11-8-1.1, similar to that used by Carter, (1986). was 
used with 450m spatial and 15 minute temporal scales. These 
scales are based on the physical sampling scales and are not 
derived from the observations. This function was used in the 
optimal filter to Weight the contributions of values in 
surrounding grid points. Valid data points were those with 
distances smaller than 500m and with time lags smaller than 15 
minutes from each grid point. Grid points with no valid 
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contributions wer e mark e d a s bad data. The RMs errors obtained 
f rom thi s fil ter operat ion are an indicato r of the time/space 
distances of th e data used a t each grid poi nt. 
Th e "Pt. Su r " navigatio n was irregular with frequent 
stops in o rder to o btain CTD casts, and s ometimes was more 
than 500m off c o u rse. Th i s fact introduced frequen t g aps a nd 
a dditional averaging and i nterpolation was required c lose to 
the CTD casts. Maps showing the vertical averages o f RMS 
errors a nd the number of p r o files used to evaluate each dat a 
grid point f or each box are displayed in Fi gure II-8-1.2 . The 
f requent stops of the ship appears as a high number o f data 
points at a given location. After some of t hese stops the RMS 
error go e s to one, corresponding to a data gap due t o the time 
thres hold . Nevertheless, these irregularities in the sampl ing 
r a te s are evenly distributed throughout al l the surveyed area, 
so no signi fi c ant bias is expected. However, the la rg e periods 
a nd a reas with n o data can introduce some loca l a liasing, 
enhancing o r a ttenuating spat ial features. Care has been t a ken 
in the subsequent analyses to avoid using boxes wi th large 
data g a ps. 
Af t er this data analysis, linear time interpolation 
was performed at each grid point so that instantaneous 
estimates of dat a fields over the full grid were available for 
a n a l y sis . 
1 5 
ADCP veloci ties 
The 64 bin ADCP velocity profiles were computed such 
that the first valid bin was centered at 7m depth, and 
velocities where estimated for each 4m bin when 75% of the 
acoustic returns were good within each 1 minute ensemble. As 
the raw current profiles were measured in the ship's reference 
frame rotated to a north/south coordinate system, the ship ' s 
velocity must be removed to estimate absolute currents. A 
commonly used procedure is to choose a reference layer and 
subtract its velocity from all the other bin velocities. This 
results in relative velocity profiles free of the ships 
veloci ty. Similarly, shear profiles will not be contaminated 
by the ship's velocity. These relative velocity data are 
useful for studying baroclinic features, like the shear events 
mentioned above; however, absolute velocities estimates are 
needed in order to assess barotropic tides, internal wave 
fields, mass balances over the full closed paths, and momentum 
and vorticity balances at specific locations. 
The major problem in absolute velocity estimation is 
to obtain an accurate estimate of the ship's velocity. The 
ship's mounted GPS navigation system has a SOm accuracy for 
each independent position. However, by analyzing the navigated 
ship's velocity spectral characteristics displayed in Figure 
II-B-2. l, the velocity estimates are significantly more 
accurate. As the ship was usually traveling at a steady 
velocity along each leg, the observed high frequency 
variabil ity in the nav igated speed was domina ted by the GPS 
noise. Afte r deglitch ing the data using a t hre sho l d va l ue s uch 
that 95% of the data is assumed good, the standard deviation 
o f the naviga t e d ship's ve l oc i ty a ssoc i ated with h i gh 
frequencies ( a bove 10 Hr " ) is approximat el y 0 .10m/s. This high 
f r equency velocity variance has contributions from both real 
physica l structure and the ship' s positioning errors. Taking 
this into a ccount, the GPS ship velocity was adde d to the ADCP 
vertica l mean velocities to form an absolute velocity 
refe r e nce layer, after the reference layer was f i ltered by a 
f ourth o rder, zero- phase Butterworth filter wit h a cut-off at 
1/8 min" , to fi lter t he high frequency no ise. Another source 
o f error, wh ich must b e t ake n into account when comput ing t he 
ADCP (D,V) c omponents, is that the true north does not 
c orres pond exactly t o t he di rection used in t he computat ions 
ba s e d on the ship 1 s gyro compass. A heading correction was 
c omp uted and implemented using correlation methods (Cherisk i n , 
19 89) . The resu l tant pro files of absolu te veloc i t ies hav e a 
95% error e st imated to be +/-0.04m/s, based on the RMS value 
in the error band as shown in Figure II-B-2.1. Due to the 
observed highly inhomogeneous velocity field, some o f the 
var iance in th e error band i s probably due to the physica l 
c urrent structure. Therefore th i s error value sl i ghtly 
overest imates the true uncertainty, and the horizonta l 
veloc i ty gradients are slightly smoothed due to the low pass 
fi l ter. 
with data i n this gridded form, an analysis of the 
complex spatial and temporal time series was performed to 
develop the hypotheses whi c h wi ll be discussed in the 
following chapter. 
III. HYPOTHESI S FORMULATION BASED ON OBSERVATIONS 
DATA OVERVIEW 
This s ect i on p resents and discusses space-time series of 
t he v elocity a nd temperature fields observed during the MBAY 
e xperiment. The MBAY data are difficult to represent usi ng 
traditional methods, so maps and section plots corresponding 
to snapshots , or time averages, of 14 different data f ields 
have b een used to present the highly inhomogeneous and non-
s ta tiona ry fields . Several complicated plots of vari a b l es 
showing e xamples of di fferen t spatia l regions and t i mes are 
use d t o cha racterize the features, which dominated the upper 
ocean during the measurement period. Due to the nature o f the 
display, some of these figures show features tha t a re n ot 
d isc ussed in the text because they were found not to have a 
sig nif icant contr ibution to processes relevant to t he present 
study. 
The wi nds were moderate with magnitudes (W) below 5m/ s 
throughout t he entire observation per i od, with a sharp shi f t 
in d i recti o n a t hour 154. The resulting wind stress was l ess 
than O. 04m·'s·2Kg , which corresponds to an unstra tified mixing 
depth (hi) o f the order: 
,., 
where Co= 1.4xlO·3 is the drag coefficient and f i s the Coriolis 
parameter . 
The Ekman solution for the magni tude of the surface 
velocity (Vol gives: 
'" 
where r is the wind stress, p is the water density and D. is 
the depth of frictional influence given by : 
(10) 
where Az is the eddy viscosity. Based on the observed winds 
and for an homogeneous ocean, it can be assumed Az=o.01.4m2s·' 
or sma l ler (Pond and Pickard, 1983 - p.l09). App l ying equation 
9 for the observed conditions gives a maximum ve l ocity at the 
ocean surface of about Vo=o.035ms·', which corresponds to a 
depth of f rictional inf l uence of about De=56m. 
However, the CTD observations showed strong stratification 
below 10m (as it will be discussed be l ow) I suggesting that the 
wind stress was distributed over a shal l ower depth. Assuming 
a s i qn i fi c ant mixed l<:!.yer depth of h.=O.=10m, the mdgn itude of 
the surface velocity is Vo=o.2oms·1 and the correspondi ng s l ab 
current magn itude (i .e ., velocity integrated over the depth o f 
f r iction a l i n fluence) is about o. 04ms· r • Therefore, t aking into 
a c count the 7m depth first bin ADCP current observat ion and 
the o. 04ms·T accuracy of ADCP current observations, wind forced 
ocean currents are not likely detected in the MBAY c urrent 
da ta . 
Figure 111 -1'..1 , shows the time series of the win ds dur ing 
the experiment. Vertical I ines represent the starting t ime of 
each path around the observation box (totdl of 2 7) , and t he 
hours o f the predicted high and low tides are marked a l ong the 
x-a x is. These figures show that there i s no consistent 
spa t ial variability in the wind between consecut.ive boxes, 
which could resul t in a significant wind curl capable o f 
f o r c i ng vert i c al velocities at the mixed layer depth. 
Some temporal Variabili ty can be observed, particularly in 
the wind d irection, at hour 154. Assuming the extreme case of 
wind r e v e rsal over a 5km length sca l e, the maximum resultant 
Ekman pump i ng would force vertica l ve locities at the mixed 
layer depth o f appr ox imate l y, 
(11 ) 
producing 1.5m maximum thermocline displacements if sustained 
over a 6 hour period. As the lateral wind gradients could not 
in fact be detected, W. can be assumed to be negligible in 
this study. 
The objectively analyzed, vertically averaged, current 
data temporally averaged over the full ] days of the 
experiment (Figure III-A.2) show a weak anticyclonic mean flow 
of approximately O.05m.s·1 • The temporal mean net velocity 
entering the closed area is +O.OI8mjs indicating mean 
downwell i ng; however, this value is comparable to the 
measurement error. stronger mean currents are observed along 
the west leg going northwestward, while weaker mean currents 
are seen along the east leg, but in the opposite direction. In 
Figures II I -A.3 and III - A.4, the spatial structure of the 
temporal mean U and V velocity components show that the 
stronger currents in the south-west side of the surveyed area 
extend from 25 to 190m, reaching a maximum of about O.25mjs at 
70m depth. These strong mean baroclinic currents are not seen 
on the north-east side of the surveyed area. 
To investigate the nature and possible sources of these 
highly inhomogeneous mean currents, the box mean divergence 
and circulation were estimated. These estimates are very 
sensi ti ve to the ADCP O. 04mjs RMS velocity error, which in 
this case is dominated by the positioning system, as discussed 
in the previous chapter. F i gure lI1-A.5.a shows a profile 
t ime ser i es o f the depth dis tr ibution of the net ve loc ity 
e n t er i ng a nd l eavi ng the surveyed area, normalized b y the 
cor:iolis paramete r a nd divided by the overa l l area, s uch that 
the un i ts c orresp o nd t o vorticity time changes. Magnitudes 
b e l ow 20xl O·9s ·Z c a n b e assumed to be within the ADCP no i se 
l eve l . By continu i ty , the vertically averaged t i ma series 
suggests that upward and downward vertical motions are prese nt 
at the base o f t h e box, approximately at tidal peri ods, 
a lthough the s ma ll magnitude ot the vert ical mean div ergence 
is not a bove the noise level of the navigated ADCP p rof i le 
da ta. Nuvartheless, t h e tidal cycle can ba soen i n the 
baroclin i c s tructure of the estimates, for example at h ou r 150 
and 30m dep t h, nagativa divergence valuos are obs e rved 
opposing the deeper positive values along the same prof i le 
wi th ma g n i tud es \·fell above the noise level. At hou r 162 
posit i v e d i v ergence is observed between 20 and 130m depth with 
str ong negat i ve peaks above and below, and at hour 174 the r e 
i s a st rong negative divergence near the surface t o 50m d ept h 
and pos i t i ve divergence below. This divergence maxima shou l d 
ba a ssoc i a ted with strong vertical velocities and be relate d 
to time i n c reases in tho vorticity magnitUde. In Figure 111-
A.5 .b , t he bOl<: integrated along-track velocity are used as an 
i nd icator of the average vorticity inside the surveyed box , 
with magnitudes below 20.10-5s-' within the ADCP noi~e level . 
strong mean vortjc j ty is sean in the profile at hour 150, with 
positive maxima at 20 and 170m depths and a negative peak at 
SOm depth. The vorticity peaks at 20 and SOm depth are 
consistent with the negative divergence at the same hour at 
3 0m depth. On the other hand, vorticity maxima are also 
observed at hour 134, 220m depth and at hour 172, 70m depth, 
suggesting that the layers of max i mum vorticity are shallowing 
in time. 
If the flow offshore is non-rotating and linear, some 
local source must be forcing the observed vorticity. Based on 
the va lue of the mixed layer slab velocity computed above and 
a 5Km length scale, the observed light and steady winds until 
hour 154 can produce a maximum divergence by Ekman pumping of 
6dO·6S·1 (be low the measurement error), so the observed wind 
field cannot explain the changes in divergence magnitude at 
30m depth, and the observed tidal periodicity of the 
divergence peaks. Mechanisms based on the interaction of 
internal waves with tidal flow above steep topography may 
explain the observed vorticity (and divergence), and 
analyzed in the next chapter. 
The temporally averaged velocities in Figures III-A.2/3 
have a strong northward component. To see the spatial and 
temporal structure of this flow, the north-south current 
component is displayed in Figure II I-A.6 at four equally 
spaced points along the west leg. These figures show that the 
strong baroclinic residual velocities are associated with 
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bursts of k i netic energy 24 hours apart, most c l early seen in 
the p r ofiles at l ocation I 1560m ' _ 'T'hese jet-like events have 
max ima at approximatel y hour 142 (velocity e v ent #1 ) and 166 
(v e locity event #2 ) I b etwee n 50 to 150m and )0 t o 100m depth 
respectively_ They are u n idirectional (towards northwest) wi th 
a.30ms·' peak velocit i es . 'T'he profiles at ' 25 20m' and '3 480m' 
show the fi rst event with two l oca l maxima i n depth, one at 
70m a nd t he othe r at 150m; however, this pattern is not seen 
as clearly in the second peak at hour 166. The pro files at 
points '600m' and I 1560m' suggest that similar veloel ty peaks 
occurred a f ew hours before the start of the d a ta s et at hour 
1 20 and short ly after the end of the da ta set, al though this 
last velocity max i mum is shallower than the previous featu r es 
and reaches the surface . This implies that the strong residual 
mea n ve locities in the west part of t he boX are a direct 
consequenc e of baroclinic , unidirectional, jet-like events 
o ccurring every 24 hours, which shallow with time. Such jet 
events did not occur on any of the other legs. This s t r ong 
spa t ial inhomogeneity suggests that the jets cou l d be 
c orrelated with the topography. Unfortunately, the s urv e yed 
area wa s not large enough to dete r mine the south- west limit of 
the j ets and to positively identify the maximum c u rrents. 
Inspection of the four panels in Figure 111-1'\..6 shows that t he 
two initial events at hours 120 and 142, and the las t event at 
hour 186 are st ronger at l ocations ' 60010 ' and '1 56010 ' , however 
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the event at hour 167 at location ' 600m I is strongly 
attenuated. comparing the time of the peaks of these events 
and the predicted tides i n Monterey Bay (see figure III-A. 1) , 
the maximum velocities occur during the ebb, corresponding to 
the maximum tidal flow. 
Chapter 111-B and 11I-C wi ll present detailed discussions 
of the observations before the peak of the event at hour 142 
(velocity event tl) and shortly after the peak of the event at 
hour 166 (velocity event ~2). 
VELOCITY EVENT '1 
This sectio n discusses the following features of the 
stratification and velocity profile time series, which 
characterize the physical processes in the surveyed area just 
prior to the jet-like feature observed at hour 142: 
1 - Thermocline oscillations with tidal periods and 
amplitudes of up to 20m occurring at the north-west corner of 
the surveyed area. 
2 - Strong vert ical shear occurring below the 
thermocline, with a shallow upper layer not showing the same 
form of tidal dependence as the layer below. Unfortunately, no 
temperature(T) and salinity(S) data were available at the peak 
of this event or deeper than 80m. 
The vertica l structure of temperature around the sample 
box at hours 124 (flood) and 130 (ebb) in figures III-B.1 and 
1I1-B.2 show thermocline displacements up to 20m during the 6 
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hour period at the west side of t he sampled box with 
wave length s l arger than the box leg. These low hori zontal mode 
displacements have larger amplitudes at the end of t he west 
leg a nd a t the s tart of the north .1 eg. However , thei r 
propa g ation speed or wavelength are not wel l def ined due to 
the 2 hour samp.1ing time a round the box perimete r. Because 
there are no obvious mechanisms to cause standing waves in the 
area, i t is reasonable to aSSUme that these oscillations a r e 
semi -diurnal , propagating internal waves with wave l engths 
l onger than l OKm superimposed on the mean and tidal f lows. 
Figure II I-B.1.b disp.1ays time series contours of the v 
c omponent of the current along the box sides at 19m depth , 
with in t he upper thermocline, showing a positive ( no rth wa rd) 
veloci ty at the west leg between hours 124 and 130. 
FUrthe rmore , along the west leg, velocity changes in time wi th 
a semidiu rnal per i od ic i t y are consistent with the period o f 
t h e thermocline osci llations and with the assumption that 
these oscillations are the result of a propagating int erna l 
Thi s type of thermocline oscillation is not as c learly 
seen in the other parts of the box; however, across the canyon 
( s o u th leg at hour 124, south and north 10g at hour 130 i n 
Figure III - B.lj 2) , the spatial distribution of other groups of 
smaller scale (-IKm) internal wave isotherm disp l acmnents of 
about 10m can be seen superimposed on the larger scale 
fea t ures. The measurement time-space resolution and t ime 
series lengths are not adequate to estimate their phase or 
group speeds. 
The temperature profiles displayed in Figures III-B.l and 
III-B.2 show the upper ocean is stratified to the surface so 
that no surface mixed layer is seen over much of the area. In 
fact, strong upper layer spatial inhomogeneities in the 
temperature profiles occur over the south and west legs. Th is 
stratified surface layer is consistent with upwelling 
conditions and the observed light winds shown in Figure IlI-
A.l, which persisted throughout the measurements. 
The current time series contour maps of Figures 111-
B.4.a/b and III-B.S.a/b summarize the spatial and temporal 
currents at 11m and Slm depths. strong differences are evident 
between them. Before hour 156, the U component of the current 
displayed in Figure III-B.4 .a suggests a mean value of about 
5cm/s at 1 1m depth superimposed on the tida l cycle. The tidal 
current is most clearly seen in the V component plot in Figure 
III-B.4.b. For the same period, Figure III-B.S.b shows strong 
diurnal northward jets at Slm depth along the west leg 
superimposed with regular tidal cycles, seen in the U 
component plots of Figure 1II-8.S.a. The different behavior of 
the upper and lower layers before hour 156 suggests that 
different mechanisms are driving the residual currents, though 
both appear to be related to the tides. 
VELOCITY EVENT f2 
Th is sect i on discusses the fol l owing features: 
1 - A velocity peak itt hour 1 67 wi th di fferent 
characterist ics from those discussed in t he previous sec t i on. 
2 - An in ternal mixed layer between 20m and SOm d e pth . 
3 - The development of this internal mixed layer at 
hour 160 , p rior to the velocity peak of the event a nd 
fo llowi ng the wind shift at hour 154 . There werc no 
t e mperature a nd sa l inity data available between hour s 13 4 and 
166, o r b e l ow 80m depth. 
The l arge scale i nterna l wave displacements o f the 
thermoclin e described in the previous section are not seen in 
the vertica l section snapshots of temperature i n FigUres 111-
C. l a t hour 1 68 and III-C .2 at hour 174. However, an internal 
h omogeni zed layer is evident in the west and north l e g s at 
hour 168, between 15 and SOm depth (Figure II I-C . 1) . Thi s 
inter nal mixed layer is well developed at hour 162, prio r to 
the peak of the event at hour J 66 (see Figure TIl-C. ) . Later, 
b y hour 17 4, this layer has restrCltified as the veloci ties 
decreased (see Fi gure III-C.2 west and north legs). 
Bel ow and above this mixed layer, strong vert ical 
tempera ture gradients are seen in the isotherm structure of 
Fig ures III-C.I south and west legs, and Figure III-C . 2 west 
and nor th legs. These figures also suggest that smaller sca le 
internal waves might be present , but their signatures are n o t 
as obvious as those shown in the previous section. 
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1\ patch of warm water shown in Figure III-C. 1, (west leg 
at position 1000m), displaced the 12°C isotherm downward by 
almost 40m. During this event at hour 168, the velocity jet 
following a 24 hour cycle along the west leg did not achieve 
the same magnitude as the previous jets (see Figure 111-1\.6-
600m/2520 and 3480 panels). 
The high magnitude 8 meter-scale vertical shear between 
30m and the surface, d i splayed in Figure III-C.3 at hour 156 
in the profiles at point '600m' in the west leg, is likely to 
have triggered the internal mixing event. This mixed patch was 
then seen as an internal mixed layer in the west leg when the 
TIS Tow-Yo measurements were resumed at hour 168, as displayed 
in Figure III-C.l. 
Figure III-B.3.b displays time series contours of the V 
component of the current along the box sides at 19 meters 
depth, within the upper thermocline and near the depth of the 
mixing event observed in Figures III-C.1/2. The contours show 
that at approximately hour 156 there was a reversal (from 
northward to southward flow) of the north-south velocity 
component. This temporal change is in agreement with the upper 
layer velocity at 11m depth, as displayed in Figure III-B.4.b 
at hour 156, but is not observed in the deeper layers at 51m 
depth (Figure III-B.5.b) suggesting that the mixing event was 
triggered at this time due to a shear instability process 
related to an enhanced vertical shear. These observations 
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suggest that th e observed internal mixed laye r a t hou r 168 was 
a ssoc i at e d wi th an i nsta bi lity mechanism at the thermocl ine 
re la t ed t o the presence of the strong jet-like e v e nts. 
However , the data do not a ll ow any conclusio ns a bout the exact 
t riggeri ng mec han isr;!. 
D. HYPOTHESIS FORMULATION 
Ba sed on the data di s cussed in the previous section , the 
measu r ed wea k winds cannot force t he observed highly 
inhomogeneous and strang current field, high vertica l c u rrent 
s hear, or the observed semidiurnal thermocline osc i llations. 
On other hand, the fact that the mea suremen t s i te was 
c lose t o the mouth of the Monterey canyon suggest that c anyon 
d ynamics might be relevant. The effects of qeostroph i c f low 
over a canyon has been s tudied by Kl inck (1988, 1989 ) . He 
showed that narrow canyons, defined as those whose width is 
s mall c ompared to the internal Rossby radius of defo rmat ion 
(- 1 5Km for Monterey canyon) (Koehler, 1990) I lo.'il1 act as a 
barr i er t o ba rotropic transverse flow. Using the resul ts 
pres e nte d b y Kl inck (1988) and the data of Koehler (199 0) , t he 
time f or geostrophic adjustment of the flaw crossing the 
Monte rey canyo n can be estimated to be on the order o f 1.5 h r, 
exciting waves over the canyon with frequencies 4 and 9 times 
t h e inertial frequency I and radiating waves from each side 
with frequencies .5 to 13 times the inertial frequency. The 
e ffects of stratification were discussed by Klinck (1989). For 
narrow canyons like Monterey canyon, he pred i cts s l ower 
velocities over the canyon with a cyclonic circulation within 
the canyon and an anticyc l onic circulation above. In contrast 
to the case of along-canyon flow (like the t i dal flow), Klinck 
( 1 988,1989) suggests that the canyon will always affect the 
external pressure gradients, generating residual flows over 
the she l f. However, for the area covered in our survey, the 
cross-canyon geostrophic flow is expected to be much less 
energetic than the tidal flow, based on previous work in the 
area summarized in Breaker et a l ., 1989. This is confirmed by 
the unpublished current meter buoy data, kindly made avai l able 
by C. H. Pilskaln (P i llsbury, et a1., 1992) (see Figures 111-
0-1. a - d), which show strong tidal currents a l igned along the 
canyon axis. As a result, the effects of geostrophic flow 
across the canyon on the generation of waves and residual 
flows i s not l ikely to explain the MBAY observations. 
Therefore, based on the discussion of the data presented 
in the previous section, the fol l owing hypotheses are 
established: 
- Interna l tides are being observed at the box survey 
site. 
- The unidirectional, barocl i nic, jet-like features 
are the result of rectifications of interna l tides 
propagat i ng below the thermocline 
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- The i nternal well-mixed layer discussed in the 
p reviou s sect i o n is a result of an i n s t abil ity 
mecha n i s m of the internal tide at the thermoc l ine. 
A deta i led di s c ussion of these hypotheses follows. 
1. Tida lly aene rated Internal Waves 
The bar ot ropic tide interacting with the shall o wing 
continental shelf topography forces vertical velocities as t he 
hor izonta l tidal c urrent magnitude increases. The pressure 
g r a di e nt s esta blished by the response of the strat i f i e d water 
column to t h ese vertical veloc i ties will force internal waves 
wi th t idal perio ds (internal tideS). These interna l waves 
propagate away from the shel f break, where the topographica l ly 
g enerated p ressure gradient forcing is maximum (Baines , 19 82: 
Huthna nce, 1989) . The observed long wavelength thermoc line 
oscillat ions discussed in 111-8 are consistent with a 
barocl inic i nterfacia l mode within a 2- layer like upper ocean 
structure . 
Obser vations of internal perturbatio ns 
p ropagat ing a l ong the axis of the Monterey canyon have been 
reported by Shepard et al. (1974). They report phase 
velocit i es of about O. 25ms-1 for deeper water and of about 
O.38ms-' in shallower ;..'ater. Internal tides over the Cal ifornia 
continental shelf have been observed at several locations 
(Huthnance, 1989). Shea and Broenkow (1982) observed lilrge 
tidally related isotherm displacements at the head of the 
Monterey canyon. Their observations suggest that strong 
internal tides should exist in the area, but their data were 
not sufficient to allow a full regional characterization. 
Baines (1983) used a laboratory experiment to study 
tidal motions over submarine canyons. He described a process 
by which the internal tide amplitudes can be enhanced inside 
narrow canyons (defined as canyons whose width is much smaller 
than both the tidal wavelength (-200Km) and the barotropic 
Rossby radius of deformation), so that the canyon will have 
negligible effect on the pressure gradients established by the 
barotropic motion. Therefore, the tidal motions inside 
topographical features like the Monterey canyon will be forced 
by the same pressure gradients that exist over the continental 
shel f, and by a common pressure gradient established at the 
canyon head, leading to an enhanced transport inside the 
canyon (Huthnance, 1989). This type of pressure gradient 
supports the conceptual model proposed by Shea and Broenkow 
(1982) of cold deep canyon water being lifted by the tides and 
intruding onto the shelf by the established horizontal 
pressure gradients. At the MBA'i measurement site the 
topographic slope is much larger than the internal wave slope, 
as will be shown in the next chapter. For this situation, 
Baines (1983) predicted an enhanced internal tide up-canyon 
and near the bottom, verified by observations of strong 
internal tides by Shea and Broenkow (1982) at the canyon head. 
He a lso p redicts that the tidal flow should be st rong l y 
baroclinic. For this case, Huthna nce (1989) also suggests that 
the tidal flow wi l l show a comp l ex spatial dependence. Based 
on the theory by Grimshaw et a l . (198 5) , reflect ions at t he 
open mouth can contr i bute to this intensi fi cation, especia lly 
f o r ste ep slopes and narrow canyons. 
Because the MBAY survey area is located close to 
the canyon mouth (but not wi thin the canyon), it ca n he 
assumed that the internal tide dynamics will be very s i milar 
to thos e over the open shelf, and the effects of th e canyon 
can be v iewed as having higher order effects. Current me ter 
buoy da ta (Pi llsbury, et al., 1992) displayed in Yigures 11I-
D-1.a-d, s h ow the tidal flow at500m depth close to the 
su rveyed area (as shown in the map in Figure II -A.I) to be 
lar ge ly al igned a l ong the canyon axis. Significant i sot herm 
disp lacements with tidal periods are clearl y seen in t he 
t empera ture da ta , confirming the importance of ti d al dynamics 
in t he a rea. 
B. Pr oblem 
7'0 identify the sources for i nternal waves and to 
characterize the mesoscale and tidal circulation in the area, 
s imultaneous o bservations would be needed at several locat ions 
along the canyon, a long the shelf, and on the continental 
slope. Nevert he less, the significant along canyon tidal fl ow 
identified in both these data and in the current meter moor ing 
data allows some Simplifying assumptions to be made in 
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isolating the tides as a primarly source of internal waves in 
the area. Other mechanisms will be assumed to modulate the 
tidal dynamics on a longer term (at least several days) or as 
higher order much less energetic effects. 
other potential problems in the analysis of 
internal tidal forcing is the possibility of multiple 
reflection effects inside the canyon and mod ification of the 
internal wave field by pressure gradients established by 
residual flows. However, because our measurement box is at the 
canyon mouth, the assumption that the observed dynamics are 
similar to those on the continental slope is justified to a 
first approximation and the effects of local pressure fields 
can be regarded as an higher order correction, superimposed on 
the larger scale response . 
The characterization of the barotropic tides in the 
area will also require some special care. Unfortunately, 
complete regional study of the tides e x ist for the area. 
C. Approach 
To evaluate the internal tide forcing in the area, 
the linear model developed by Baines (1982) is used in the 
next chapter to estimate the magnitude of the forced inte rna l 
wave field on a regular, straight, continental slope with 
representative model parameters for the survey area. 
To better simUlate the observed data and to take 
into account some of the enhancements which might occur due to 
the presence of the canyon, the barotropic tidal flux will be 
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assumed to hllve o. 05mjs amplitudes at lOOOm depth, increas ing 
a s d epth decreases, a n d generating verticlll vel ocit.ies at the 
bottom boundary by cont i nu i ty. The resu l t i ng v ertic al 
veloc i t i e s decrease linearly with height towards ze ro 
magnitude at the sea surface. 
Tida l Rectificati on 
Non-l i near ef f ects of the barotropic tides interacting 
with t opography and the internal tides result i n spatial ly 
inhomogeneous residual currents. Therefore, it is hypothesiz ed 
that the u n idi rect i anal, bllroclin ie, jet 1 i ke featUr es 
observed on t he west leg of the surveyed box a r e caused by 
r e ctif .iC:dtion of the internal tide due to non-l inear effe cts . 
It is further hypothesized that the nonlinearities a rc 
dominated by internal tides interact i ng wi th the 
topo graphically enhanced barotropic tidal flow (assumed t o be 
a free sha1low-water gravity wave) and the water co l umn 
s tra tification. These hypotheses will be justified i n the 
fo llowi ng sections, and tested in a model described in Chapter 
IV. 
Review 
T i des are a periodic phenomena, which ideally hav e 
zero mean velocities over long periods. However, due either to 
ocean floor topography, frictional effects, or to the coastal 
shape, there are processes th<lt can rectify tidal currents 
r e su l ting in spatL,\lly inhomogeneous mean currents. Tidal 
rectification has been shown to be due to non-linear effects 
and friction in a homogeneous ocean (Robinson, 1985; Mass et 
al., 1987; Garreau et al., 1992), and to non-linear effects on 
a baroclinic tidal flow associated with the internal tides 
(Maze, 1987; wil lmott, 1987; Pichon et aL, 1990; Mass et al., 
1989a,b) . 
Following Robinson (1985), rectified flows are 
typically one or two orders of magnitude less than the tidal 
current velocities, requiring special care in observation and 
modeling. Robinson identifies the non-linear interactions as 
the main process by which residual vorticity can occur, and 
presents four vorticity generation mechanisms which play an 
important role in coastal dynamics, as shown in the Figure 
111-0.2. a: 
- potential vorticity conservation (column 
stretching and squeezing) ; 
- differential friction due to horizontal shear; 
- differential friction due to lateral depth 
gradients; 
- asymmetrical depth profi le changes. 
For surface displacements small compared to depth, 
small residual flows result (compared to the tidal currents) 
with a relatiVe vorticity much larger than the planetary 
vortici t y (assumpt ions likely to be valid for the MBAY data 
considering the vorticity estimates of Figure III-A. 6) . 
Zimmermann (1978, 1981) used a simplified potential vorticity 
equation to conclude t hat residua l s are determined by a 
balance between ge ne ration by tidal advect ion a nd d iss ipat ion 
by tUrbulent eddy diffusio n. He found that maximum resid ual 
vorticity occurs o ver topographic features wi t h length s c ales 
comparable to t h e tidal excursion . For the c ase of the 
con tinental slope near Monterey, the typical topographica l 
length scale of about SKm i s compa r able to a t idal e xcurs ion 
l e ngth of a bout J. SKm fo r lOcm/s tidal c urrents, suggesti ng 
that these me c hanisms might be relevant in the area. The t ida l 
excursion leng th ( Lr) is defined as 
( 12) 
where 'w' is the tid a l frequency. Using similar assumpt ions, 
Robinson (1981 ) observed using s i mplified numerical solut i ons 
in a quasi - lagrangian sense the follow i ng features: 
- vortic i ty effects cannot penetrate further than 
the t ida l e xcursion ; 
- vorticity can propagate nonnal to the tidal 
streaml ines onl y by eddy diffusion processes; 
- because vort i city i s dissipated wi t hin one 
tidal time scale, it cannot be advected further 
than the length of the tidal excursion, so the 
areas of influence of topographic features is 
limited; 
- tidal advection of a gradient of tidal 
vorticity is the mechanism by which residual 
vorticity is generated. 
Also by running simplified numerical solutions in a Eulerian 
sense, including only the stretching mechanisms terms, he 
found that: 
- positive mean vorticity is generated in deeper 
water and negative mean vorticity is generated at 
shallower depths; 
- the maximum generation of residual vorticity 
occurs when the topographic length scale is 
similar to the local tidal excursion. 
He estimated the maximum residual vorticity (~o) in a shallow 
sea due to column stretching to be 
( 13) 
In the same way, considering only bottom friction, he found 
that the maximum residual vorticity in shallow seas to be 
c. - a (14) 
where 'V' i s t he tidal stream amplitude in the's' 
(streamli ne ) direction, 'n' is the direct ion normal to's' , 
"eb" is the b o ttom f rict i on coefficient, 'f' i s the planetary 
vort i ci ty , a nd 'h ' is t h e water depth. Based o n these results, 
r es idual vort ici t y patterns can be drawn for a speci f i c 
location and the mean residual flow estimated. 
In the case of Monterey Bay, depths range from lOOOm 
to 100m over di s t ances of 5000m, correspond i ng to v ery large 
s l opes of approx imately 15% and 100% depth changes withi n one 
t i dal excurs i on (-3. 5Km). However, despite thi s strong 
top og r aphy , barotropic tidal cu r rents at these depths ranges 
are e xpected to be sma ll er than o. 50ms·', so t hat c olumn 
s tretching wi ll be the mechanism likely to generate t idal 
re s idual f low . The rectified flow will be maximized f or 
t o pogra p h i c lengths equal to the tidal excursion Le., As-V/w. 
For t h is case and for typical values in the continental slope 
close to Monte rey , the maximum residual vorticity wi l l be 
boun ded b y to- O' "Sf (Ah/h) < 3. 6.10 4 S", corresponding t o maximum 
residual flows smaller than v · (to.LT)/" - O.OSmg" for shalla .... 
wa ters a nd v-O. OOSIIlS" for the deep water. F i gure llI-A.5 shows 
a residual mean vortic i ty of about 3>10,4 S·1 i n the surveyed 
area, indicating a good agreement wi th this theory. However , 
the observed residual vortici ty has a strong depth dependence 
indi c ating that the barotropic assumpt i on is not ful l y val id. 
This slow rectified flow will result from northward 
currents along the continental slope with shallow water on the 
right. This simple analysis suggests that barotropic tidal 
rectification may play some rol e in the dynamics of Monterey 
8ay. However, the small magnitudes of the rectified flows fall 
within O.02-0.04ms·1 noise floor of our observations. 
More accurate theoretical and numerical models for 
barotropic tida l rectification have been developed by Mass et 
al. (1987) and Garreau (1992) among others. They better 
simUlate the effects of stronger non-linearities that are 
expected to occur over steep slopes. Garreau (1992) defines a 
non-dimensional parameter indicating non-linearity as Lr/Lro 
where 
(15) 
A typical va lue of Lro for the continental shelf close to 
Monterey 8ay is 35Km, so Lr/Lro is of the order of 0.1, 
comparable to values in the Celtic Sea where strong and 
spatially inhomogeneous mean currents of the order of 0.05ms·' 
have been observed. The Celtic sea residual flows have been 
attributed to tidal rectification processes and this site also 
has internal tides predicted (Baines, 1982) and observed 
(Huthnance, 1989), although different length scales apply. 
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Non-linea r laye r models have been developed by Maze 
( 1 9 B7) and wil lmott ( 1987 ) t o study the e ffects of advectio n 
by the b aro t r o p i c tides. Significant residual currents a re 
p r edic t ed i n the upper layer changing within the length scales 
of topog raphy (Lro) and t he internal wave scale (d e pth/c ), 
where ' c' corresponds to the slope of internal waves fo r a 
typ i c a l s trati f ication . I t will be shown i n the next chapter 
that this last scale is o (3Km) for the data set unde r 
d i scus s i o n. The simplest analysis for weak non-li n earities 
predi c ts typ ical mean currents to be on the o rder of 
(Huthnance , 1989) : 
( 16 ) 
whe re ' A' corresponds to the internal wave current amplitudes 
a n d 'L' the significant length scale. It will be shown in the 
next c hapter that current oscillations are predicted wi th 
ampl i tudes of about 0 1ms·! for the interfacia l mode in t he 
MBAY da t a set. This amplitude will result in residual 
ve l oc i ties of O.02ms·1 in the upper layer and O.002ms·r in t he 
lower layer of an idealiz ed 2 layer system. The velocities of 
the fo rced internal waves in the stratified continuum below 
the thermocline will be estimated i n the next chapter to be 
approx imately O.lsms·', resulting in residuals of about 
0.09ms·'. Therefore, advection by the tidal flow appears as a 
significant source for baroclinic tidal rectification. 
The non-linear modal approach for a stratified 
ocean by Mass and zimmermann (1989a,b) showed that, though 
there were many features in common with the homogeneous case 
developed above, a bottom residual current intensification can 
be also observed. They found a depth dependent relative 
vortici ty produced by vortex stretching of free internal modes 
causing bottom enhanced residual vorticity. In fact, the 
vertical structure of vorticity was found by them to be 
exponential rather than sinusoidal. They also found evidence 
for bottom intensified cross-isobath circulation due to 
baroclinicity and along-slope baroclinic currents extending 
for greater distances than for the barotropic counterpart. 
Their results are supported by observations from the 
continental slope near northwest Africa discussed by Gordon 
(1980) and Huthnance et a1. (1982) where the internal tide was 
observed to be bottom intensified . Although this mechanism 
supports bottom current intensification, it does not predict 
the current profiles observed in the MBAY experiment where the 
stronger currents were observed between 50 and 150m depths. 
Also, the buoy data at 500m, described above, does not show 
any evidence of intensification with depth as would be 
required if Mass and Zimmermann mechanisms were to be relevant 
to the MBAY observations. Thus, although these measurements do 
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not a llow any c o nc l us i on about the existance of bottom 
i n t e n s i f i ed c u rrents, this mechanism cannot expla i n t h e MEIAY 
obs ervations. 
B . Pr oblem 
No ne of the theories ment i oned above seem to 
accoun t f o r the occurrence of the observed, strong, 
unid i recti o nal, diurnal, baroclinic jets, although the non-
linear i nte r action of finite amplitude internal wa ves 
g e n e rated at: the thermocline with the barotropic tidal fl ow 
a p pears to be a likely mechanism. Because the currents o f the 
o b se r v ed jet s are approx imately O. 30ms", some ampli f ica t i on 
mec h ani sm must also exist. As these jets did not occur a s a 
bot tom current enhancement (they decay belol' 150m dep th ) 
me chan i sms other than the baroclinic vortex stret c h i ng 
d iscussed b y Mass et al. (1989) are present. 
c . Ap p roach 
Ku nze (1 9 85 ) showed the importance of including 
str aining together with advection by the mean flow when 
analyzin g t he p ropagation of near-inertia l internal waves. A 
ray trac ing model based on this approach is developed in the 
next clMpter to study the evolution of baracl i n i c internal 
wave s generated close to the thermocline by the barotropic 
tid e s , using an idealized continental slope with values 
r e p re s e ntative of those either side of Monterey canyon. The 
e xte ns ion to Kunze's work is the inclusion of vertical 
boundaries and the time dependent component in the mean flow, 
which in our case is assumed to be the barotropic tide. Also 
a second order result is calculated by computing the wave-
action along the rays, defined as the ratio of the wave energy 
to the Euler ian frequency. Wave-action was proved to be a 
Riemann invariant (see Whitham, 1974) for internal waves by 
Bretherthon et al. (1969), and can be used to estimate the 
wave amplitude along characteristics. 
3. Internal Tide Instabilities 
The last hypothesis is that the vertical shear 
supplied by baroclinic rectifications, both on the interfacial 
thermocline mode and on the internal waves that are 
propagating in the stratified continuum below, will supply 
suffic i ent energy for shear instabilities to occur within the 
thermocl ine. Several examples of these strong internal mixing 
events were observed in the MBAY measurements (see Figure 111-
C.l) . 
Review 
Internal osci llations about 
equilibrium state within the interior of a stratified fluid. 
Their main restoring force is buoyancy, and depending on their 
length scales, rotational effects in an f-plane will be 
significant for near-inertial frequency internal waves like 
internal tides. The presence of lateral boundaries and 
topography may introduce extra constraints (LeBlond and Mysak, 
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197 2; Gi ll, 1 9 82 ). I nternal waves in the open ocea n have been 
e xtensivel y observed a nd studied in the past t wenty y ea r s ( s ee 
for example Levine, 19 8 3; Mull er, et al., 1991). 
Based on the current knowl e d ge about internal 
wave s , Garre t and Munk (1975) developed an analytical, random 
p hase, l inear model (GM75) describing a background continuum 
of wave e nergy that has been successfull y c ompared wi th 
oceanic obse r v a tions, and is now a widel y accept ed sta nda rd 
f or comparison and analysis. Deviations f r om t h is background 
continuum c an usually be associated with particular generation 
mechanisms. The evolut i on towards a GM75 spectral shape is 
explained b y three classes of non-linear resonant interacting 
triads: e l a s t ic scatt er ing (forced vertical symmetry ), 
parametric sub-harmonic instability (transfer of ene rgy 
towa rd s sma lle r scales at near-inertial frequencies) a nd 
induced dif fus i on (diffuses wave action in wavenumber space 
forcing t he h igh wavenumber spectrum to an equil ibrium shape) 
(McComas, e t a1., 1977; Phil lips, 1960). 
The frequency band for internal waves has a range 
limited b etween the inertial and the Brunt-vaisaala 
frequencies , although near-inertial waves with frequenci es 
lowe r than i nertial (Kunze, 1985), and waves with frequencies 
above N (Lamb, et al., 1992) are possible due to wave-mean 
f low i nteractions and horizontal inhomogeneities. 
No n -linear int e ractions of internal waves have been 
identif ied as possible of mixing within the ocean 
interior (Gregg, et al., 1986; Caldwe l l , 1987; New, 1988; 
Kunze, et al., 1992). 
I n c oastal waters s t rong departures from t he GM75 
spect rum might be expected due to the gene r a t ion of interna l 
tides, the effects of topography, the presence of a lateral 
boundary and comp l icated wind regimes, all of which are 
thought to change the wave f i eld and induce strongl y non-
linear cond i tions. 
The following ana l ysis follows Leblond and Mysak 
(19 78, sections 42 and 43) in the discussion of the basic 
theory for stability of internal waves, neg l ecting rotation. 
The Taylor-Goldstein equation, derived from the two-
dimenS i onal, linearized perturbation equations (p. 398), 
describes internal waves superimposed on a mean verti c al 
shear: 
I I I I pog 2 (17) [po(U -C)w] -(poUw) -[~+Pok(U-C) l W = O 
where 'Po(Z)' is the non-perturbed density, 'U(z)' is the mean 
current, 'e' is the phase velocity, 'w' is the vertical 
velocity, 'q' is the gravity acceleration, 'k' is the 
horizontal wavenumber, and primes represent Ve r tical 
derivatives. This equation can be used to describe the onset 
of shear fl ow instabilities as predicted by a l i near analysis. 
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For a two layer o cean, wit.h U=U,z/h (h being t.he layer depth) 
in the u pper layer and no mean flow in t.he deeper lay er, 
equation (17) reduces t o: 
(18) 
in e a ch layer , p roviding u-c .. o. This yie l ds solut.ions of the 
type: 
Ae/o ... Be -Ie> , 0 < 7. :$ H 
De iu , - 00 < 7. < 0 
(19) 
where A, Band 0 are constants determined by the ma tch ing 
conditions at. the interface : 
[_W_ 1 "0 
u - c 
l Pol (U - C) Wi - u'w - g w/ (U - C) II 
(2 0 ) 
Tho ki nemat ic and pressure conditions at the surface combine 
to give : 
(U - C)2w' - (U - C)U ' w - gw " 0 en) 
For a n o n trivial solution , the y arrived at t h e follow i ng 
eigenvalue e quation for ' c': 
(22) 
where !J. > l is the ratio between the layer densities. This 
equation has four real roots, or two real roots and a complex 
conjugate pair of roots . In the l atter case, one of the 
complex roots generates a time growing (unstable) solution, 
such that the flow becomes unstable. Therefore, the 
stabilizing effect of stratification is not always enough to 
prevent the overturning tendency induced by the shear flow. 
If we take the limit as H .... 110, the eigenvalue 
equation for C takes the form: 
The first factor represents surface gravity waves being 
advected by the mean flow (C = V, ± (g/k)2), while the second 
factor represents the Kel vin-Helmhol tz result: 
P, U, gP2 - P, P,P222 
c · -- ± [--- - - - - U,] (24) 
P,'" P2 kP2 + PI (P,'" P2)2 
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(25) 
Th i s result s hOws interfacial short waves moving relative to 
the wei ghted mean flow U with speed ±s, provided that 82>0 ; if 
not , C is comp lex and the flow becomes unstable. Th is 
condition is val id fo r small density differences a nd the 
s tab i l ity crite r ia is: 
(26) 
( a nd < 1/2 fo r instability) _ The value Rlt-' represents a 
Ri chardson number (Ri), based on the wavenumber o f the 
distu rbance. I'his inequality reflects the stabilizing ef fec t 
of stra tif icat ion that is required in order to inhibit the 
overtu r n ing t endency introduced by the vertical shear. 
Now consider a continuously stratified fluid and 
take the Taylor-Goldstein equation assuming a rigid lid at t h e 
surface, tt'=gpl/p (Brunt-Vaisaala frequency), w=FW, W=U- C, 
where F ( z ) is a new dependent variable, and the following 
equ<l.tion is obtained: 
(27) 
Now if F is an unstable solution, C is complex and W ~ o. 
Using the sUbstitution F=G/W1l2 , where G is another independent 
variable and depth integrating the equation, the following 
condition for a zero imaginary part is obtained: 
Therefore, C1 > 0 (unstable waves) implies _1/4U. 2+lf ..: 0 for 
some range of z i.e ., for U'''O the sufficient condition for 
s tability on a stratified shear flow is: 
(29) 
known as the Miles I theorem for stability. It states that if 
the stabilizing influence of stratification dominates the 
destabilizing influence of the shear, the flow is stable . 
From the linearized perturbation equations, the 
following energy budget is obtained (p. 409): 
where u is the horizontal velocity and p the pressure and C is 
the vertical partic le displacement. Assuming that the 
quantities are periodic in the horizontal, and averaging over 
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one wav elength, the depth integrated energy t r ansfer equat ion 
is obta i ned (hor izontal averages will be denoted by E[] ): 
wh e re 
a 
- (T • V) = P T Q 
at 
" 
T = .: I PoE [ U2 .. w2 ) dz 
2" 
is the perturbation k i netic energy, 
" 
V = ~IPoN2E[(21dZ 
is the perturbation potential energy 





represents the work done by the external pressure at the 
boundaries , and 
( 3 5) 
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is the rate of energy transferred between the mean and the 
perturbed flow by the Reynolds stress: 
(36) 
This equation shows that when an instability occurs, 
([T+V]I>O), energy is transferred from the mean shear towards 
the perturbation flow, resulting in a loss of mean kinetic 
energy. 
In fact, Holt, et al. (1992) using direct numerical 
simUlations observed that, for a Richardson number (Ri) below 
critical, the Reynolds stress and vertical density f l ux are 
down-gradient, and some of the vertical kinetic energy gained 
through production is transferred to potential energy. As Ri 
becomes higher than critical, there is a release of potential 
energy towards the vertical kinetic energy. Some of this 
energy is then redistributed to the streamwise kinetic energy. 
There are other mechanisms by which internal waves 
can break (Leblond and Mysak, 1978, p. 408). The dynamical 
gravitational instability, in which the vertical density 
gradient associated with large amplitude internal waves 
becomes positive, is a non-linear instability that occurs when 
the particle velocity exceeds the wave phase velocity. Another 
possibili ty is the development of turbulence from decreases of 
the density gradient due to local steepening of isopycnals. 
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Finally, the r e are some experimental resul ts showing 
overtu r n i ng occurr i ng when la rge amplitude waves encounte r a 
di s continuity i n the density profile. 
Problem 
Once the main source of vertical shear is found , 
s hear instabilities can be predicted for rea l or idealize d 
strat i ficat i on p rof iles i n the surveyed area using Miles' 
c ri teria (Ri > 1/ 4) for s tability, and compared with the 
o f internally homogenized layers in 
obs ervations. Also, by estimating the amplitude s and pha se 
velocities of the internal tides, potent ial dynamical 
i nsta bi l ities can be jdentified. 
c. App roach 
Gradient Richardson number criteria are calculated 
f o r t he instantaneous i n ternal tide baroclinic field that is 
modeled in the next chapter to estimate areas where mixing are 
l i kely to occu r. The number of occurrences of critical 
c ondit ions during a 24 hour cycle are mapped for a continental 
slope, simj lar to MBAY candi tions, and comparison with the 
o b ser v ations are made. 
IV. THEORETICAL APPROACH 
INTERNAL WAVE GENERATION (BAINES, 1982) 
This section describes the internal tide generation model 
of Baines (1982), applied to conditions typical of the 
continental shelf close to Monterey Bay, to assess the 
importance of internal tide generation processes in the MBAY 
area, and to compare with the MBAY observations. A simplified 
2-D continental slope geometry and barotropic tide will then 
be used to estimate -t idally forced internal waves at the shelf 
break. These internal wave sources wil l then be used t o force 
the non l inear internal wave propagation model developed in the 
next section. 
The governing equations for the interna l tide generation 
problem are: 
a p oPo 




where the overlines represent vector quantities, 'U' i s the 
velocity field, 'Po' is the density in static equilibrium and 
'p', 'p' are the perturbed density and pressure relative to 
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the hydrosta t ic equilibrium. Assuming that the velocity and 
pressu r e field can be separated into barotropic and internal 
t i de c o mponents, these equations can be written in the 
f ollo wing form: 
(38) 
where 'F' represents the generation force for internal mot i o n . 
The amp l itude of the forcing term can be written i n the 
followi ng way, assuming one dominant component in the time 
dependenc e of t he ba r o t ropic t ide: 
g apo w z w 
= ---- '" N-
Po Bz ~ ~ 
(39) 
where 'tlT ' is the principal tidal frequency that will be 
assumed to be 2.71/12.42hr·1=1.4d0-4S·'. The Brunt-VaisaHi. 
frequency is maximum at the thermocline with magnitudes of the 
orde r of 2 110·29· ' , decreasing as the stratification weakens 
with depth towards values of the order of 2xl0'3s" [or the MBAY 
case (see Table IV-A. I). The semidiurnal forcing frequency tlT 
is much smaller than the Brunt-vaisala frequency close to the 
t hermocl ine and of the same order of magnitude as the inertial 
frequency tft, which is 0.87d0-4S ·1 for the latitude of 
Monterey Bay; therefore, solutions to this problem can be 
assumed to be dominated by near-inertial internal waves 
(Kunze, 1985). 
For a typical 2-D continental slope shallowing eastward 
(positive x-direction) with a topographical length much 
smaller than the barotropic tide scales (-200Km), the 
propagation aspect of the barotropic tide can be neglected, 
and the tida l flux can be assumed to be constant. The scaling 
conditions are well met for Monterey Bay even though the 2-D 
approximation oversimpli fies the topography. By energy 
conservation, the amplitude of the hor i zonta l barotropic 
velocities over the slope for a homogeneous ocean for these 
conditions is given by: 
U(x) (40) 
where 'UT' is the oceanic tide velocity amplitude, 'h..' is the 
depth offshore and 'h{x)' the depth over the continental 
slope . Using continuity, with no lateral boundaries and no 
normal flow perpendicular to the vertical boundaries, the 
barotropic velocity interacting with the continental s l ope 
forces vertical motions with amplitudes given by: 
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dh , 
W( x,z) = U(x)--
dx hex) 
(41) 
Represen tative values in the neighborhood of the su r veyed area 
d Uring the MBAY exper i ment were Ur=O.OSDI/B, dh/dx=O.18 ( s lope) 
with d epths ranging from h(Ol=lOOm to h.,=1000m over a SOOOm 
horizonta l distance a c ross the s lope. F i gure I V-A.l. a /b 
represents x/z sect ions of th e resultant veloci t ies f o r t h e 
c ross-shore (u ) and vert ica l (w) velocity c omponents. For a 
s trong thermocline as observed dur i ng MBAY, thi s ve loc i ty 
field, wil l produce a max i mum interna l t i de forcing close to, 
but below t he thermoc l ine at the s hel! break, as Figure I V-
A. I . e s hows . 
Defining a stream functi on (,) as UI=-'~ and w1= ljrx where the 
s u bsc r ipt s ' x' and 'z' represent partia l de r ivatives, a forced 
wave e quat io n can be der i ved : 
where 'Q' represents the tidal flux assumed to be Q=UTh... Fo r 
a typical solution of the form .='(x,z} exp{-ii:lTt) we o btain: 
{.al} 
where the boundary conditions are '=0 at z=O and -h(x), and 
'c' represents the sernidiurnal internal wave slope (ratio of 
horizontal and vertical wavenumbers ) given by: 
c' (44) 
The internal wave slope for the MBAY data will be minimum at 
the thermocline with a magnitude on the order of 0.006 for an 
interface temperature drop of 3°e (Figure III-B. I ) , increasing 
with depth to 0.06 as 'N' approaches 2.10.38.1 , below the 
thermocline (see Table IV-A.!). 
A solution for the homogeneous problem can be generated in 
terms of an infinite set of normal modes, assuming a density 
interface at depth '-d', with a constant 'No ' below, and a 
constant depth. These modes wil l be determined by the 
eigenvalues satisfying the relation: 
(45) 
where 
R = d/h " 0 . 2 
S ~ g.1rO/(N~_~) 
d p, 
KnRc/c1 K o ______ _ 
tanh(K nRC/C j ) 
, 
C 1 = (1 _ (~):2)"2 
"'c 
( 46 ) 
'l'hese values are representative of the MBAY conditions at the 
s he l f b r ea k with d=20m and h=lOOm, and where No was estimated 
b ased o n t h e temperature maps shown in Figure III-B.l as 
2 . 9,,10.39,1 , corresponding to a o.25Q e temperature drop over a 
50m depth, and the temperature difference across the 
thermocline interface is estimated to be JOe. For these 
va lues: 
(47) 
implying that for the MBAY conditions only the lower mode will 
be significant at the interface depth (Baines, 1982). 
Therefore, an interfacial mode can be expected, decoupl i ng the 
upper layer from the internal wave propagation in the 
stratified continuum below. This result allows the two layers 
to be treated separately which is consistent with the 
observations discussed in III-B. The observations showed 
different responses in the layer above the main thermocline 
compared to the layer below, although both were apparently 
tidal l y forced. 
For the case of the interfacial mode, the above wave 
equation can be integrated across the density interface to 
obtain: 
T(x, - d) z - ~ ... <1>", (48) 
and 
0:>", '" O:>", (X, - d) ( - ~) - d<z<O 
(49) 
h • , 
O:>", (x, - d)( h"'='d.1 - h<z< - d 
where 
~ ' -'-, 
=R ~ DOe (l_Rj "2 x , 0 (SO) 
2""0 2ila 
t" ~ ( 1 - ---;:- ) t '"' ----;- x < 0 
whe re Do is ob tained by the boundary conditions (X=O) at the 
sh e l f brea k and 
x = L ; 
= r::;; ; 
1 
1-10 = - -;TR ; 
• ~ 
¢, 
Q ( 5 1) 
X, T(l R) 
r = X~ +- X 
and 9" represents the reduced gravity, hl is the depth a t the 
shelf break (10 0m for ~lonterey Bay), Q is the bottom slope 
(0 .18 f o r the simp l ified 2 -U geometry being used) and 2'IfL is 
the wav e l ength o f the i nterfacial mode ( app. 18000m for the 
MBA'i case ) . Typical solutions for the equation at x < 0 (i.e., 
over the slope) can be found in terms of expansions of the 
Cou lomb wave f unctions (Abramowitz, stegun, 1968) . 
In order to estimate solutions over a steep slope, a step 
geometry i s considered using t ypical MBAY parameter values as 
s hown i n Table 111-A.l and corrections for the slope case 
determined. Therefore , for the step geometry case, the 
following results are obtained: 
(52) 
where Rff=d/h.,. From the boundary conditions we obtain: 
(53) 
For the MBAY conditions °0=0.085 and 01=0.095; however, Baines 
(1982) shows that corrections for a linear continental slope, 
changes these constants to be °0=0. 068e-IO.:n and °1=0. 076e-lp , 
where 'p' is a phase factor in t he Coulomb wave functions and 
is determined by depth, slope and 'T'. Furthermore, using 
expressions (7.4) from Baines (1982) the current magnitude 
over the shelf is estimated to be O.17m/s and O.04m/s in the 
upper and lower layers respectively, with an interfacia l 
displacement amplitude of 8.9m. These values will not change 
significantly over the continental slope since T is small, 
resulting in O.19m/s and O.004m/s for the slope current 
magnitudes in the upper and lower layer respectively and 
interface displacements of 8.9m (similar to the shelf values). 
However, th e phase lag is not easily determined because of the 
phase variation of the Coulomb functions with R, T and 
alongs1ope distance. As a result, for the MBAY case summarized 
in Table IV-A. I, a max imum ve l ocity gradient of O.20m/s can be 
expected ", c r oss t he t hermocl ine due to the interfacial mo de, 
resul t i n g i n a Richardson number of about 1.4 for a 10m width 
the rmocl ine, Le., smal l but above the critical value of 0 . 25. 
Therefore, t he thermocline oscillations with -10m amplitudes, 
wavel engths larger than lOOOOm, and tida l periodicity wh ich 
we re observed during the f irst part of the survey and 
d iscussed in Chapter III-fl, are predicted using this theory. 
Furthermore, the wavelength of this interfacial mode will be 
of the order of 18000m, with an e - folding distance of 3 5 Km; 
c-onsequently this mode will have significant ampli tudes a t 
cons iderable distances from the shel f break. This theory 
partly explains the different observed velocity fields in the 
layers above and below the thermocline until hour 152, 
discussed in Chapter Il l-B. However, the velocity f ields in 
both the upper and lower layers displayed in Figures 111-B.4/5 
at IIp and 50m depths do not show a clear tidal signature , 
implying that other baroclinic phenomena are also present. 
r"rom the resul ts of Baines (1973), the internal wave 
amplitudes in the stratified continuum below wil l be small 
unless: 
1 - o:/c hL 
p~--< - (Sf.) 
1 -.- o:/c hoo 
This inequality is observed in the MBAY significant 
amplitude internal waves can be expected to be generated below 
the thermocline. In fact, using expression (7.9) from Baines, 
(1982), internal wave amplitudes can be estimated by: 
(55) 
)([V(~) - V(-~) 1 
2y 2y 
where V«(j is the function developed in Baines (1982) 
characterizing the wave amplitudes across the internal wave 
beam generated at the shelf break. The variables L 7J and y 
are determined by expressions (7.10) from Baines (1982) 
representing the normalized distance across the beam, distance 
along the beam, and wavelength scale respectively. Therefore, 
assuming a uniform stratification below the thermocline with 
N::::2.9>:.10·39·1 for a typical characteristic inside the beam, 
V(i;/2y)-V(-7J/2y)::::-2, results in a baroclinic Velocity 
amplitude 0 (0 . 15m/s) . Assuming D1 with the same phase as the 
step geometry solution, these oscillations will lag the 
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barot r opic tid e by Tr/ 2, and will have a typical wavelengt h 
given by 
0, 
y '= r 2dz " 2000 m 
;, e 
(56 ) 
However, because the stratification is not uniform but 
concentrated in shallow thermocline in the HBAY 
obs ervations, the resulting forcing is dominated by a shallow 
layer helo",", t he thermocline at the shelf b reak. 
B. INTERNAL WAVE PROPAGATION 
Th i s sect i on summarizes the numerical procedure used to 
stUdy the no n - linear propagation of the internal waves 
g enera t ed a t the shelf break interacting with the barot rop ic 
t ide. Fo r a better understanding and interpretation of the 
results, a single component wave solution will be propagated 
from a singl e point source at the shelf break, where t he 
forci ng i s predicted to be a maximum. Therefore, the followi ng 
results c a n be interpreted as an elemental response that might 
be integ rated later with the solutions starting from other 
p o i n ts within the water colUmn, so that a more general 
solut ion to the problem can be obtained. The focus of this 
method wil l be to simUlate the nonlinear interactions of 
internal waves induced by the barotropic tidal velOCities, 
which are modified by topography along a 2-dimensional 
continental s lope. This approach will investigate the 
potential of these phenomena to generate the strong, 
baroclinic, jet-like pulses observed during the MBAY 
experiment and discussed in Chapter III-C. 
Assuming a mean flow field varying slowly in time and 
space , within which a narrow bandwidth internal wave is 
propagating, the Boussinesq approximation to the equations of 
motion (Leblond, Mysak, 1978) can be written in the following 
form , neg l ecting wave-wave interaction terms (Kunze, 1985): 
u t .. (V.V)u .. (v.V) U - f.v = - p~ 
vt ->- (V.V}V .. (v.V)V"f .u = - P y 
WI" (V.V)w .. (v.V)W = - P, - b (57) 
u~ .. Vy .. Wz ~ 0 
b t - (V. V) b ->- UB" .. VBy - N2w '" 0 
where the (u,v,w) represent the internal wave velocities and 
(U,V,W) the mean flow velocities. Terms (V.V)v correspond to 
the advection of the wave solutions by the underlying flow and 
are hereafter cal l ed , advective , or ' Doppler shifting' terms. 
The terms (v . V) V correspond to the straining of so l u t ions by 
the underlying flow and are hereafter called 'straining' 
terms. The mean flow and wave buoyancy are represented by 'B' 
and 'b' respectively, and 'p' is the wave induced pressure 
normalized by the mean density of the Boussinesq fluid. The 
mean flow is assumed to satisfy the following relations: 
so t hat 
UI - f. V '" - p~ 
VI + f. U '" - Py 
WI '" - P, - E 
Ux + Vy - W, ~ 0 
Ex '" - f. V , + (U, - W) I 
By '" LU, + (V, - WV)I 
(58) 
( 59 ) 
If we assume that an e l emental internal wave variable can 
b e written in t he form of a plane wave 
( 60 ) 
where the rate of change of amplitude is sma ll compared to t he 
phase variations, then the equations of motion can be writte n 
in terms of the wavenumbers I': and of the i ntrinsic frequency 
following the mean motion 1.)0=1.)-1':. V, where w is the Eu l er i a n 
frequency and I':.V the doppler shifting: 
-iwo+Ux -f + V, V, i Kx 
f + v. -iwo+Vy v, i Ky 
W. W, - iwo+wz i ., 
-fVz+C,Y -fUz-Ct -N' -iwo 
i Kx i Ky i x. 
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wavenumber components. To obtain non-trivial solutions, the 
determinant of this system must be zero. The roots of the 
resultant 3'd order polynomial with complex coefficients form 
an implicit dispersion relation which will be used to 
numerically trace the ray path (characteristic curve of the 
system) and predict the frequency and wavenumber of an 
elemental so lution. For a 3-D case, no explicit polynomial was 
obtained and the roots were computed numerically from the 
impl ici t re lation. 
Typically, the roots of this characteristic polynomial 
represent three modes: one purely complex corresponding to the 
vortical mode; and the other two with the same imag inary part 
but having symmetric real parts representing the internal 
gravity modes (Lamb et aI., 1992). However other solutions are 
possible depending on the wave group and phase speeds relative 
to the mean flow. For instance, for evanescent waves all the 
roots are imaginary (Lamb et al., 1992), and when the waves 
and mean motion are in opposite directions, non-symmetric 
roots with only negative real parts are possible, resulting in 
the waves being advected faster then their phase propagation 
as mentioned by Peregrine (1975) for surfaCe gravity waves. 
The solutions to this dispersion relation will then be 
used following an approach usual ly referred as the WKB 
approximation (Leblond and Mysak, 1978; Bretherton and Garret, 
1968; Breth e r t on 1971; Bender and Orzag, 1978), which has b e en 
used by Peregr i ne ( 197 5) to study surface gravity waves 
i ntc r dc ting with the mean flow. Baines (1987.), as mentioned in 
the pre v ious s ect ion, used an equivalent approach to study the 
propa g a tion o f internal tides in continuously stratif i ed 
f luids; howe v er , he did not consider the non- l inear effects o f 
the barotrop i c tide ( doppler shifting and straining). Us ing 
the same l.inear approach, Baines and Fang (1985) compared the 
results of the model with a laboratory experiment, and 
c onc l u ded tha t non-linear effects should be important in a 
lay e red f l u id dt high (abo v e un i ty) Froude number, Fr=u/ C". 
where U represents the tidal speed at the shelf break and C" 
the phase speed of the lowest mode. The MBAY data showed 
strong currents ( unidirectional, baroclinic, alongslope pulses 
every 1 2 -2 4 h ours) , a strong internal mixed layer below the 
the rmocl i ne, and stratification with a sharp thermocl i ne a t 
a bout 2 0m dep th, s uggesting tha t non-linear dynamics a re 
relevant. Furthermore, f r om the buoy data of Pillsbury (1992), 
ba r otropic t idal velocities are estimated to be below 0 .10m/s. 
Based on t he results of the previous section, the phase speed 
of the i n t e rfaci a l mode is estimated to be about O.40m/s, 
resulting in a Froude number near the thermocline well above 
unity (-4), at least for some portion of the tidal cycles. 
Wi llmott (1987) and Maze (1987) developed three and two 
1 ayer nonlinear models respectively, taking into account 
r, ,( ) 
advection by the barotropic tides. They showed that velocities 
of the resultant internal wave field can be several times 
higher than the barotropic tide, and that the resultant 
baroclinic residual flows change in space with the same length 
scales as the internal waves as a result of the "bunching" 
effect that sometimes can halt the internal wave propagation. 
However, they did not take into account rotation and straining 
effects by the tidal flow. Furthermore. they used two and 
three layered models, as approximations to the physical 
system, which do not necessarily well represent the baroclinic 
propagation of the internal tides. 
Based on the linear modal model by Prinsenberg and Rattray 
(1975). the internal waves shOUld propagate as beam-like 
structures away from the shel f break. New (1988) found tidal 
currents along these beam-l ike current structures (as 
described also by Baines, 1982) with velocities O(O.50mjs) in 
excess of the surface tides in the Biscay Bay. He also showed 
that the strong shear created by the internal tides was likely 
to generate strong mixing layers. Kunze (1985) used a ray 
tracing (WKB) method to study near-inertial internal waves 
propagating in geostrophic shear, and showed the importance of 
including the straining terms in the nonlinear equations of 
motion. He also showed that the WKB method was still 
approximately valid even When the spatial scales of the mean 
flow were comparable to the wavelengths of the internal waves. 
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The pres ent development extends Kunze's work by considering 
t he time var iability in the underlying mean flow. 
Th e ray equations for wave propagat ion in a moving med ia, 
u sing indicial nota tion, (Leblond and Mysak, 1978) are: 
d X, at.t 
_,, _ +U 
d t aK, ' 
d K, at.t d)' _ K.~ 
d t a). ax, 'ax, 
i=1, 2,3 
j " 1, 2, 3 (61 ) 
where the total derivat ives represent rates of change 
fo llowing the ray path and 
w = t.t[ K(x,t) ;).(x,t) J (62) 
i s th e dispersion rela tion resul ting from the equations of 
motion discussed above, with ).(x,t) representing properties of 
t he medium s tratification and straining by mean flow. 
Frequency is not constant along characteristics due to the 
time variabil ity of the mean flow, and an exp l icit fo rm of the 
dispersion r elation is required to compute the derivatives in 
the ray equations. In the present work, it was not possible to 
obtain an explicit relation for a ]-0 case, so the implicit 
expressio n represented by the roots of the ]rd order polynomial 
described above are used to numerically compute the required 
der iva tives. The largest real part of the roots was chosen as 
the physical solution to the dispersion relation. When all the 
roots are imaginary or have negative real parts, the wave 
solution is assumed evanescent with all its energy absorbed i n 
some way. 
The wave amplitudes following characteristics starting at 
the shelf break and travelling along-slope ca n be estimated by 
considering the conservation of wave action 'A', defined as 
the r atio of the mean wave energy to the intrinsic frequency 
as follows (Bretherton, 1968; Garret, 1968; Bretherton, 
Garret, 1969; Peregrine, 1975 ; Leblond, Mysak 1978): 
dA 
dt 






The divergence of the group velocity is computed including the 
effects of spatial inhomogeneities of the mean flow and 
stratification, and the effects of spatial changes of the 
wavenumbers. I n indicial notation this becomes: 
i " 1,2(65) 
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The implementat ion o f this approach is summar ize d n ext 
u s ing the lin e ar c o ntinental slope and simplified tidal f low 
descr ibed in t h e previous section, and assuming an i n t e r na l 
wave solut i on at the s hel f break as predicted in the p rev i ous 
section us ing the theory of Baines (1982). A p lane wave is 
assumed as a typical solution to a first o rder approximat i on, 
allowing the characteristic paths to be estimated using a ray 
tracing met h od . A known initial solution is t aken at the shelf 
brea k (x=O ) where, based on the results of t he las t section, 
a s ingle resonant Fourier component type of oscillat ion can be 
assumed to exist (Haberman, 1987; Leblond et a1. , 1978 ; 
Wi tham, 197 4 ) . This initia l solution is idealized to h ave non-
ze ro ampli t ude only at a single depth close to the thermocline 
(- 3 0m depth) and over the shelf break (-zero width) and 
f ol lows the shape of the forcing function displayed in Figure 
IV-A.l .c . Therefore, this ana l ysis considers cha r acteri stics 
o ri g i nating only from a single point in the water co l umn, 
located at the she lf break and at 30m depth. However , because 
the init i a l solution and the environmental cond i tions change 
in t ime f ollowing the tidal cycle (which represents the non-
stationary mean flow) , the characteristics at each time in the 
tidal cycle need t o be computed at that origin (Witham, 1974 ) . 
The solution at the origin wil l propagate along the 
characteristic lines, so that each point along the line wil l 
have a time lag relative to the initial condition, and a 
wavenumber determ i ned by the changes in the mean flow . The 
wavelengths increase/decrease as the wave propagates into a 
faster/slower flow (Peregrine, 1975). The next step uses the 
wave action conservation (Peregrine, 1975 p.37) to compute 
velocity changes along these paths. These estimates, together 
with the time lag and initial phase, allow the computation of 
the instantaneous velocities of the solution at each point 
along the ray path. The velocity estimates correspond to the 
square root of half the wave action times the ray Eulerian 
frequency. The velocity solution changes in time, following 
the instantaneous Eulerian frequency estimates, which 
increase/decrease the flow accelerates/decelerates 
(Peregr i ne, 1975). These changes in magnitude and frequency 
make the solutions nonlinear, inducing different residual 
flows along the characteristics. 
It is assumed that reflections at the surface and bottom 
have no losses and that there is no dissipation by frictional 
effects. These assumptions could be easily changed in the 
future to simulate more realistic environments. Rays with the 
intrinsic frequency reaching zero or with the wavenumbers and 
wave-action increasing toward non-physical values are assumed 
to be dissipated by some type of instability, such as critical 
layer processes. Other areas where the rays are assumed to be 
dissipated are caustics i.e., rays converging toward a line or 
point in space with no possibility of reflection, where the 
WKB or the plane wave approximation is completely invalid 
(Peregrine, 1975). The ray equations and the wave action 
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balance are integrated using a 4'" order Runge-Kutta scheme with 
an adapt a tivE! time step satisfying a specified thresh o ld 
cr i ter i a. The time steps were al l less than 1 hour, and c lose 
to surface or b ot t om r ef l ections were a few seconds. 
To ver i f y the n umer ical procedure independently of the 
implicit l imitat ions o f the p l ane wave assumption that wil l be 
discussed b elow, a 2-dimensionaJ formu l ation with explic i t 
e x p ress i o n s for the d i spersion re l at i on is also used. The 
r esu l ts fo r the steady-state mean f l ow developed by Ku n ze 
(1985) a r e also used for a qual itative compar i son of the 3-D 
model r un s . All the numerically computed terms in the ray 
equa t i o ns are compared with the analyt i cal 2-D counterpar t s 
f o r a typ ical ray. They showed small departures on the order 
of 10\ a nd similar characteristics for the first 30 hours, 
e xce pt for t he group velocity divergence which show larger 
differe nces. These di fferences are dominated by the 
i nt roduc tion o f thecoriolis term in the dispers i on re l ation. 
However, as the group ve l ocity divergence requ i res t he 
nume rical computation of second der i vatives, wh i ch amp l ifies 
numer ical no ise, it was decided to introduce a wave actio n 
ma ximum t hreshold va l ue of 30 times greater t han the initial 
value, after which characteristics exceeding this threshold 
were te r minated (physically, the ray was dissipated). Th i s 
l imi t threshold value was chosen based on the wave action 
estimates for typical straight downward rays, which are in the 
range 0.1 to 1.5, times the initial wave action value. 
To validate th is type of approach for the case of 
propagation of near-inertial internal waves on topographically 
influenced tidal flow, several points must be considered. 
Usually the mean flow is assumed to be slowly changing and to 
have length scales much larger than the i n ternal wave length 
scales, so that a formal expansion in terms of the following 
small parameters can be made (Bretherthon, 1968; Bretherthon, 









However, for the MBAY case f3=1. and £=1. over the continental 
slope, suggesting that this approach is not valid, and higher 
order corrections are needed. One of the direct results from 
incorporating these higher order corrections the 
possibility of adding the residual curren ts resulting from 
previous internal wave interactions into the underlying mean 
flow, as discussed by Bretherthon (1969) and Peregrine (1975). 
However, the results of Bender and Orzag (1978) showed 
surpris i ngly accurate results comparing t he WKB approach with 
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a nalytical s olut ions for cases close to the WKB lim i t . Kunze 
(19 8 5 ) al so obtained accurate, physically well-based results , 
and success f ully compared the effects of a critica l layer 
c omput ed numerically by a different method wi th t h e WKB 
a pproximation, demonstrating the presence of a caust ic. 
The present formulation allows time variability f or the 
mea n f low , s o that additional factors and l imi tat ions should 
be considered. Bretherthon and Garret (1969) suggested t hat 
terms contributing to the dispersion relation must be s lowly 
vary ing . For internal waves, they also suggested a relev a n t 
c o nd it i on is that the ratio of the horizontal to the vert ica l 
length s cales of the underlying flow should be much larger 
t han the ratio of the internal wave horizontal to a vertical 
wavelength. Considering a barotropic underlying flow with 
hor izonta l length scales on the order of 200Km, typical o f t h e 
MBAY site, this last condition is satisfied. These 
cons ide r ations motivated the current approach; however, as 
comparison of these model results with other numerical or 
theoret ical solutions will not be possible, validation of this 
procedure is based on comparison with observat i onal data and 
physica 1 interpretations. 
This section presents the results of the implementation 
o f the numerica l procedure developed in the previous section 
fo r a linear continental slope, simplified barotropic tidal 
flow, and assuming internal waves with amplitudes and 
wavelengths predicted above using the theory of Baines(19B2) 
at the shelf break. 
Discussion of the results Of two different numerical model 
test runs follows. In run 1/1, the numerical model is forced 
with internal waves with a frequency six times the tidal 
frequency, horizontal wavelengths of 2Km (small compared to 
the topographical scale), and a reduced continental slope 
extending over 10Km (compared with the 5Km continental slope 
near Monterey Bay), and with depth changing linearly from 200 
to 1000m. For this run the WKB approach is theoretically 
valid, allowing the numerical procedure to be validated by 
checking the consistency of the results. Run ii2 more closely 
matches the simplified geometry for the MBAY site with a 
continental slope extending over 5Km and depth changing 
linearly from 200 to 1000m, but it is forced with internal 
waves with twice the tidal frequency having a horizontal 
wavelength of approximately 7Km. This is similar to the 
topographica l scale and to the predicted wavelength for the 
internal tides, so the spatial conditions become nearly 
critical, although there is still a difference in time scales. 
The results of these two runs are compared by examining their 
ray paths and the distribution of energy along them. In each 
case, the families of characteristics are computed at 
different initial times throughout a single tidal cycle, 
considering both initially downward and upward wave packets. 
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The reference time in these runs (hour 0) corresponds to low 
tide. 
The a nalysis of the mode l results compares these test r uns 
wi th run 43, wh i c h considers the same geometry as run 42 but 
i s fo rced with semidiurnal int ernal waves having 7Km length 
s ca les and amplitudes of 0.15m/s, as predic ted us ing the 
t heory of Ba i nes ( 1982) i n Chapter IV-A. Selected model 
velocity time ser i es a t points having the strongest residua l 
f lows a re compared with time series ve l ocity data from the 
MBAY experiment to assess the ability of this model to 
g enerate the observed residUal f l ows. Finally, the number o f 
occurr ences of Richardson number below critical «0.25) i s 
evalua ted during a 24 hour period and mapped to iden tify areas 
where mixing is l ike l y to occur. The results are discussed and 
comp a r ed with the interna l mixed layer observed dur i ng the 
MBAY experiment. Al l these model runs consider horizontally 
h omogeneous stratification, with a sharp thermocline at 2 0m as 
summarized i n Table IV-C.1. 
For the condit i ons of run li1, li near theory p r edicts that 
downward rays should ref l ect from the slope approximately 1Km 
from the shelf break for a linear wave s l ope of approximately 
0.03; however, as Figu r e IV-C.l shows, the initially downward 
rays s t arting at hours 2 and 4 reach the floor close r to the 
shelf break at distances on the order of 500m. This is due to 
the onshore advection by the horizontal tidal flow against the 
horizonta l ray propagation, and to an increased wave frequency 
due to doppler shifting, which further reduces the internal 
wave slope 'c' as defined in Chapter IV-A. On the other hand, 
the straining by the tidal flow decreases the wave intrinsic 
frequency decreas ing the wave momentum, resulting in the 
trapping of these rays close to the generation site. This can 
be seen in the initial amplitudes plot of Figure IV-C.2 
comparing values to a 0.15m/s amplitude at the origin. The 
contribution o f these characteristics is minimal and their 
energy can be assumed to be rapidly absorbed close to the 
shel f break. 
The downward rays starting at hour 0 and 6 experience low 
tidal velocity at the source, so they hit the bottom at a 
distance comparable to that predicted from linear theory. 
However, as they propagate, they interact with offshore 
velocity fields allowing the ray starting at hour 6 to 
propagate further away. The intrinsic frequency of these rays 
is a maximum at the source, implying by wave action 
conservation that their momentum is a l so la rgest at the 
source. Therefore, their momentum will decrease as they 
propagate away from the shelf break. This effect appears to be 
stronger for the ray start ing at hour 0, which is trapped near 
the surface at 3Km from the source. 
The rays generated at hours 8 and 10 also show the effects 
of doppler shifting described above. The tidal flow is 
decelerating (from onshore to offshore), reducing the wave 
frequency and decreasing the ray slope, so they reach the 
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f l oor at a l a r ger distance from the shelf break. Th e 
hor i z o nta l advec t ion of the ray at hour 8 is str onger a nd 
di r ected o ffshore, so that the ray propagates further away . 
The rays s tarting at hours 0, 2 and 10, have accelerating mean 
f l ows a t the o rigin causing t hem to break down before othe rs 
t h a t r e ach t h e bottom at the same distance from the source. 
The upward rays eXperience the same effects describe d 
above f o r waves propagating in the opposite vertical 
d i r e ction ; h owever, they also cross a layer of strong 
str a t if i c ation which attenuates their vertical group ve l o c i t y 
(Cg) . Therefore, only rays at hours 8 and 10, start i ng with 
the s tronqer offshore tidal flow propagate sign i f icant 
distances from the shel f break:. For the present case, t he wave 
s lop e i s l arger than the bottom slope and the effect of t he 
hor izonta l advection domi nates the ray paths. The frequencies 
at th e source seem to be important in the definition of t he 
initial energy distribution and the distance each component 
propagates from the origin, so the rays with the smaller 
initial frequency propagate further offshore. 
For the MBAY case (run #2), the ray paths displayed in 
Figure IV-C.3 show a behavior similar to run #1, although the 
paths extend further in the hor izontal as would be expected 
for this lower frequency. Also, the increased slope introduces 
larger horizontal veloc i ties, further increasing the range of 
t h e r ays. The similarity between these two runs can be seen by 
comparing the 9Km distance shown for this run with the first 
2Km in run #1. However, one shoul d note that more rays 
propagate to greater distances from the origin, and a small 
energy enhancement can be observed in the downward rays 
starting at hours 6-10 before they reach the bottom (as shown 
in the initial amplitude map displayed in Figure IV-C.4). 
Another important feature is that the upward rays, propagating 
towards a more weakl y stratified l ayer, have sma ller initial 
amplitudes which rapidly change in space. Some of the 
velocity/amplitude values close to the shel f break increase to 
unrealistic high energy levels. This suggests that the plane 
wave approximation might be viol ated for these cases. and that 
these solutions are unstable. These results can be considered 
as a consistent extension of the conditions for run #1. 
For run ilJ, significant changes are observed in the ray 
paths (see Figure IV-C.S). These changes arise mainly from the 
tidal velocities overcoming the group velocities during part 
of the tidal cycle . This causes the rays to propagate 
backwards relative to their group velocity resulting in 
negative Eulerian frequencies; only the rays starting close to 
slack water at low tide have straight paths. This behavior 
suggests that nonlinear effects become dominant, leading to 
the question about the validity of the plane wave assumption. 
Another significant difference is that compared with the 
previous runs, the reduced vertical group velocities do not 
allow the initially upward propagating rays to leave the 
upper, s t rongly stratified layers, causing them t o become 
t r apped n e ar the surface. Therefore, independent o f their 
v a lid ity, the upward rays are neglected in the rest o f t h is 
d isc u ss i on because of the i r negligible effects at depths where 
the MBAY observations showed strong nonlinea r ities. 
The r eliability of the ray paths for run #3 c an be 
eva l u a ted by analyzing the behavior of variables, such as 
frequency and wavenumber, and by evaluating how consisten t 
they a re with the known tidal flow and physics. Figure IV- C. 6 
dis pla y s the time series of wave frequency at the source. The 
c hanges i n the Eulerian frequency are dominated by doppler 
shifting as expected; however, from the intrinsic frequency 
p l ot , i t c an be seen that the straining terms also i ntroduce 
some variability, which superimposed with the doppler shi f t 
d u e t o t he advection by the underlying flow, attenuates the 
max imum Eulerian frequency and further decreases t he 
frequency I breaking the symmetry of the dopp l er shifting. Th is 
effect changes the mean wave frequency at the source, but n o t 
significantly enough to change the output velocit i es. However, 
this effect is important in the generation of residual 
currents, together with the amplitude modulation detecrnined by 
the wave action. In Figure IV-C. 7, the time changes of 
intrinsic frequency along the rays can be seen. Rays starting 
during the flood increase their intrinsic frequency. while 
rays starting during the ebb show a decrease. This effect is 
simila r to those discussed for runs #1 and #2 wh i ch caused ray 
attenuation. In the Eulerian frequency plot, rays starting 
during the flood with negative frequencies can also be seen, 
indicating that they are traveling in the opposite direction 
to their group velocity. During this initial period, the rays 
are over the shelf where there are no spatial inhomogeneities 
in the velocity fie l d, so the wavenumbers wi l l not change. 
This can be seen in Figure IV-C. 8, which displays the 
evolution of wavenumber components along each characteristic. 
To compare the model output with the MBA'l data, the 
velocity field at each instant is computed using the 
velocities along each characteristic. This is accomplished by 
computing the intrins i c frequency at each point, for each 
time, along the rays. Based on these values, an instantaneous 
velocity amplitude is estimated from the wave action value at 
that point. The individual velocities are then computed using 
this instantaneous amplitude and intrinsic frequency, and a 
phase lag determined by the time taken to arrive at that 
point, as shown in schemati c of Figure IV-C.9. Also, based on 
the interfacial mode for a step slope as shown in Figure IV-
C.IO (Baines, 1982), the initial phase at the shelf break of 
the internal waves propagating offshore is estimated to be 
leading the tidal forcing by 7r/2. 
A 47 by 100 velocity grid is defined enclosing the 
continental slope between the shelf break and 9Km offshore, 
and from the surface to lOOOm depth, in order to look at the 
resultant velocity field of a ray family. Velocity estimates 
al ong each ray are projected on to the x-z plane at e a ch 
ins tant. The ve l ocity field between two consecutive pro j ecte d 
c h a r ac t eristics is computed by linear interpolation along t h e 
z-d i me n s ion . The rays are computed every 15min through a t i d al 
cyc le to mi nimize aliasing effects, and to limit the l inear 
interp o lation needed between successive rays. However, at 
gre a ter d i stances from the shelf break, the. interpolation 
between d i verging rays produces poor veloc i ty estima tes, 
result ing in b roadening of some of the f eatures. 
To study the sensitivity of the resultant output f l o \o1 
f i e ld as a function of the number of rays, the density o f 
upwa r d rays was increased to start every 7. 5min during t he 
t iu,,"_l c y c le f or run # ~. No significant changes were found, 
ind i c at i ng that the 15min ray spacing is appropriate for t h e 
g r i ded doma i n. 
A 24 h o u r run was performed to estimate residual flows f or 
r u n # 3. F i gure IV-C.II.a/b show maps of the 24 hour a verages 
o f U a nd V vel ocity components. The existence of the veloc i t y 
peaks i n the range of O.20m/s to O.IOrn/s in the velocity fi e ld 
at 8 2 5 0rn distance between 30 and 70m demonstrate that 
nonlinea r inte ractions of the internal tides with the tidal 
flow are able to produce significant residual flows. These 
depth ranges and magnitUdes are comparable to the O.20m/s, 70rn 
depth baroclinic northward residual velocities observed during 
the MBAY exper i ment at the western portion of the surveyed 
area (see Chapter III). These residual flows are associated 
with the upper portion of the internal wave beam, deepening 
further away from the shelf break and showing frequent 
reversals. It is not possible to verify all. these features 
from the MBAY data, where the northward residual flows were 
observed only along one side of the surveyed box preventing 
the estimation of the c urrent across-shore extent. However, a 
reversal in direction at the eastern portion was observed i n 
the form of a narrow southward current with SOO-lOOOm width as 
displayed in Figure III-A.4. (ii), centered at 1000m box side 
d i stance. This flow reversal is consistent with the model 
results that predict residual flow reversals over distances of 
approx i mately 500m in the cross-slope direction. 
To assess the way in which these residuals occur, time 
ser i es of the instantaneous profile velocity components were 
computed at three different locations at distances 6S00m, 
7500m, and 8750m along the slope as displayed in Figures IV-
l2.a/b/c. These locations were chosen to be representative of 
far, intermediate and close fields from the shelf break wave 
source. The profiles at 6500m shows wavelike oscillations with 
the U and V components close to quadrature. These oscillations 
change frequency with depth, such that a 24 hour periodicity 
c an be observed i n the V component at 70m depth, although the 
U component at the same d epth has a 12 hour periodicity. At 
greater depth, higher frequencies are observed with a 6 hour 
period def ined in the layers enc1 0sed by the wave beam. This 
depth dependent frequency is consistent with the MBAY data, 
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which s hows 24 hour periods in the V component in a r ea s and 
depth r a nges where current residuals occur; however, there is 
no evidenc e f o r these higher frequency waves in the data. This 
may be explaine d by the two hour sampling s trategy used that 
mi g ht h ave aliased them, or smearing of these feature s by 
e f fect s suc h as a broadband baroclinity tidal source and real 
variat i ons in topography. The profiles at 7500 and 8750 do not 
s h ow the low frequency component; however, they display a 
s t rong frequency modulation at the deeper portion o f the beam 
wi th periods decreasing from semidiurnal to a few h o urs. 
There fore, as in the MBAY observations, the diUrnal 
oscil l at i ons of the modeled velocity field are spati a lly 
limit e d. comparing the profiles at 7500m and 8750m, it can be 
o bserved that the higher frequencies become stronger near t h e 
s ource, indicating that this area will be more sens i t i ve t o 
mode l parameters values and to instabi lities. 
The profile time series show that in the far field, 
currents within the beam are nearly constant with depth, as 
Figure IV-C. 12. a shows; however, strong vertica l shear is 
observed i n the upper layers, c l ose to depths where the lower 
frequenc y oscillations are observed. On the other h and, the 
intermedia te and near field velocities displayed in Figure s 
IV-C. 12.b/c b ecome strongly sheared after 24 hours as strong 
vertical velocity changes are observed in the upper layers . To 
asse ss potentia l shear instabilities that might force mixing 
withi n the interna l wave beam, a Richardson number criter i a 
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was calculated using the hourly velocity fields over the s lope 
and the stratification displayed in Table IV-C.l. The number 
of occurrences of critical or below critical conditions of 
Rj<O.25 were counted as displayed in Figure IV-C.lJ. The high 
occurrence of critical conditions shows the potential of this 
mechanism to force shear instabilities similar to those 
observed during the MBAY experiment: however, this result 
should change significantly with geometry and barotropic tidal 
flow choices, so no direct correspondence would be expected 
between observations and this model result. 
These model resul ts, which reproduce features of the MBAY 
observations, show that nonlinear interactions of the internal 
wave field generated at the shelf break with the barotropic 
tide are candidate mechanisms for the rectification of 
internal tides. However, the modeled velocity field does not 
totally explain the spatial structure of the observed data, 
t hough they occur at similar depth ranges and with similar 
magnitudes. This could be due to the existence of enhanced 
internal waves activity associated with the canyon, and due to 
greatly simplified mode l geometry and barotropic tidal flow. 
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V. CONCLUSIONS 
A process study over a coastal shelf break was devel oped 
to e x a mine the role of tidal dynamics in mixing under 
c ondi tions of s t eep topography and strong stratification. A 3 
d a y s urvey (MBAY) of the upper ocean was conducted clos e t o 
the mouth of Monte rey canyon measuring velocity, temperature 
and salini ty profiles along a 4km square box. Pycnocline 
d isplacements af 20m with wave lengths above lOOOOm were 
o bserved and discussed in Chapter III-B. Chapter IV-A showed 
that they r esul t from an i nternal tide generation process, 
wh ich also forced internal waves below the pycnocline. st rong, 
r e ctified bursts of shear kinetic energy were observed a t 
d epths from 50 to 100m with approximately 24 hour periods. The 
d i scussion i n Chapter TTT-B showed that the measured weak 
wi nds cannot force either the observed highly inhomogeneous 
and strong current field and vertical shear, or the observed 
semidiurna l thermocline oscillations. Using the studies of the 
effects o f geostrophic f l ow over a canyon by Klinck (1988, 
1989) and the data of Koehler (1990), the cross-canyon 
geostro p hic flow i s e x pected to be much less energetic than 
the tidal f l ow. This i s confirmed by the previous work in the 
area summarized in Breaker et a!. (1989) and by the 
unpubl ished current meter buoy data kindly made available by 
C. H. Pilskaln, (Pillsbury, et al., 1992 ). Therefore, the 
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effects of geostrophic flow across the canyon on the 
genera tion of waves and residual flows cannot account for 
these observations. It was shown in Chapter IV-B that the 
observed bUrsts of energy could result from the rectification 
of the tidally forced internal waves undergoing interaction 
with the barotropic tidal flow. An internal mixed layer at the 
thermocline depth with 40m depth range was also observed and 
discussed in Chapter III-C. It was found that this mixed layer 
was probably forced by shear supplied by the non-linear 
internal waves below the thermocline, and by shear associated 
with the thermocline oscillations. However, the data and the 
theoretical analysis did not allow a positive identification 
of the triggering mechanism. 
The MBAY data sets and the numerical results presented in 
chapter IV show the need for a complete analysis of the 
tidally forced dynamics of the Monterey Bay as suggested by 
Shea and Broenkow (1982). The good comparison of observed 
thermocline oscillation amplitude and frequency with the 
linear internal tide generation model by Baines (1982) showed 
continental slope tidal dynamics to be valid near the canyon 
mouth. Furthermore, ve l ocity observations taken at the canyon 
mouth were compared with the numerical velocity fields 
resulting from a nonlinear internal wave propagation model, 
using model parameters typical of those in Monterey Bay, but 
considering a linear continental slope. The model results 
suggest the existence of multiple wave frequencies and 
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nonlineari ties resulting in strong, unidirect i ona l , spatially 
inhomogeneous currents, as observed during the MBA'i 
experiment. However. there is no direct correspondence between 
observations and model result s because of the simpli f ied 
geometry and barotropic t idal model. It was also shown in the 
present work that internal tide dynamics i n the area are 
largely dominated by non l inear phenomena that might be 
enhanced by the actual steeper, more irregular topography a nd 
inh omo geneous stratification which are found inside Mont ere y 
c a nyon. The current approach can be extended to incorporat e 
these cases; however, better internal wave diss i pation models 
and higher order corrections should be developed and studie d 
to i ncrease the confidence of the numeri cal results. A more 
detailed discussio n of these conclusions tollows. 
A. I NTERNAL TIDES AT THE HaUTH OF THE MONTEREY CANYON 
Based on the work by Baines, (1983), it can be assumed 
that interna l tide dynam i cs at the canyon mouth are similar to 
those over the open shelf, as d i scussed in Chapter 111-0.1. 
The effects of geostrophic f l ow over canyons has been studied 
by Klin c k (1988;1989 ), and based on these papers and the 
current mooring data, the etfects ot geos trophic flow ( i .e. , 
eddies from the California Current ) over the canyon can be 
neglected for the MBAY case. 
It was shown in Chapter IV-A that the estimated barotropic 
tida l velocity field tor a strong thermocline, as o bserved 
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during MBAY, will produce a maximum internal tide forcing 
close to the thermocline at the shelf break. Furthermore, 
using the generation model by Baines (1982), it was found in 
Chapter IV-A that there will be an interfacial mode of O(10m) 
amplitude and O(20Km) wavelength at the thermocline. This mode 
decouples the upper layer from the internal wave propagation 
in the stratified continuum below, and forces shear at 
thermocline depth that produces Richardson numbers close to 1 
during parts of the tidal cycle. These results are in 
agreement with the measurements discussed in III-B, before 
hour 152 in the West portion of the surveyed area where 
semidiurnal thermocline oscillations with 10m amplitudes and 
wavelengths above 10Km where observed. Along the east leg, 
close to the canyon southern wall, the observations did not 
show the same tidal dependence. This suggests that other 
effects at the canyon wall are acting, possibly by canceling 
internal tide mechanisms or by creating a shadow zone. These 
mechanisms might be related to barotropic velocities across 
the canyon (alongslope). Unfortunately, the observations and 
the theoretical formulation do not offer any conclusions about 
this case. 
B. BAROCLINIC RECTIFICATION OF TIDES 
Barotropic tidal rectifications over the continental slope 
close to Monterey can occur by the generation of residual 
vorticity due to the conservation of potential vorticity 
(domina ted b y vortex stretching), as discussed in Chapter I11-
0.2. Es t imates for residual vorticity (Robinson, 1 982) in t he 
prese nt c a se are of the order 3. 6dO·4s·1 , resulti ng in 
northward alongslope barotropic velocities of about O. 0 5ms·1, 
close to the shelf break. These estimates compare well with 
the observations as mentioned in Chapter 1I1-D.2. However, the 
MBAY data shows that the vertical mean values are a result o f 
vertically layered residuals of jet-like current pulses which 
occur at 24 hours intervals. The non-linear modal approa c h f o r 
a stratified ocean (following Mass and Zimmermann, 1989a, b) 
showed that, although there is much in common wi th the 
homogeneous case, the main effect of including vert i ca l 
stratification in tidal rectification by vortex stretching is 
a bottom intensi fication, which cannot be detected in t he 
near-surface MBAY observations and is not consistent with t he 
c urrent maxima observed within the water co l umn. Nonlinear 
laye r models for the MBAY case can predict residual currents 
in the upper l ayer of about O. 02ms·1 and O. 002ms·1 in the lower 
l ",yer, values that are too small compared with the 
observations . However, based on Baines (1982), the velocit y 
ampl i t udes of the internal waves forced over the shel f break 
were est. i mated to be of about 0 . 15ms·' , resul ting i n estimated 
r esiduals up to O. 05ms·'. Again, this value is small er than the 
observed layered time residuals which are approximately o. 25ms 
1. To e va luate the nonlinear processes that could lead to 
these rectified velocities, a ray tracing model was developed 
by considering the effects of advection and straining of the 
internal wave field by the barotropic topographically enhanced 
tidal flow. The results of this model showed, for a simplified 
continenta l slope similar t o that in Monterey Bay, 24 hour 
velocity residuals between O.20ms-1 to O.10ms·', at 40m to 70m 
depths along the upper portion of an internal wave beam 
starting at thermocline depth (-25m) at the shelf break. These 
rectified velocities start at distances as close as lKm from 
the shelf break, and can be observed as far as 4Km from the 
source, showing sign reversals within distances as short as 
SOOm. These residuals have the same order of magnitude as the 
MBAY observed values of O.2sms·1 , and the depth ranges are 
comparable. However, for the MBAY data a determination of the 
across-shore extent of the observed strong northward velocity 
residues is not possible, though Figure III-A.4. (ii) shows a 
well defined residual velocity of O.15ms·' in the opposite 
direction, extending over a cross-shore distance of SOO-lOOOm 
in agreement with the model results. However, the depth ranges 
over wh i ch the residuals are observed are broader than the 
model resul ts. This is probab l y due to many effects, such as 
the existence of pressure gradients established in the canyon, 
which can enhance the i nternal wave field (Ba i nes, 1983; 
Huthnance, 1989), and due to the simplified tidal flow and 
topography which were used in the model . 
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The temporal variability of the model currents along the 
wave beam show a multiplicity of frequencies with smal l e r 
v a lues c lose to diurnal frequencies and at locations where the 
ma ximum current residuals were observed; on the other hand , 
high er frequencies were observed c lose to the source at the 
shelf b reak . This result partially agrees with the MBAY 
o bse r v a t ions, which showed residual velocities resulting from 
diu rna l jet -like features at depths between 50 to 100m, whi le 
semidiurna l frequencies were observed at other depths. 
Ho wever, the MBAY observations showed the low frequency 
fl uctuat ions as deep as 150m throughout the layers where the 
residual s we re observed. Again, this discrepancy between the 
model and observations is likely due to the existence of t he 
canyo n and due to the simplified topography and stratification 
used in t h e mod el . The MBAY data did not resolve higher 
frequency oscil lations due to the sampling strategy. Therefore 
it is not possible to make a complete comparison with the 
model results. 
Based on this discussion, nonlinear interactions of the 
internal waves generated at the shelf break, together with the 
barotropic and topographically changed tidal flow, are a 
mechanism that can cause the occurrence of diurnal, strong, 
baro c linic, unidirectional j et like features, similar to those 
observed during the MBAY experiment. These nonlinear 
interact i ons can also contribute to current shear residuals 
with the current reversing within small vertical distances. 
C. INTERNAL MIXING DUE TO THE TIDALLY FORCED SHEAR 
The nonlinear internal tide model developed in Chapter IV, 
showed multiple frequencies and a strongly baroclinic current 
structure, occurring along a beam which starts at the shelf 
break. The modeled vertical current shear was observed to be 
stronger near the source, where higher frequencies exist, and 
at each locat ion close to the upper limit of the wave beam, 
where the lower frequencies were observed. A Richardson number 
criteria was appl ied to the modeled internal tide field to 
estimate regions where mixing was likely to occur. The number 
of occurrences of Richardson number below the critical value 
of 0.25 were counted for a 24 hour model run. It was found 
that internal tide, wave-induced shear instability mechanism 
could account for the occurrence of local internal shear 
instabilities, which will dissipate wave energy and force 
internal mixing layers, similar to the observation during the 
MBAY experi ment within the thermocline. 
FUTURE WORR 
Assumptions in the numerica l model developed in Chapter IV 
are not completely satisfied for the case under consideration. 
The comparisons with the MBAY observations do not completely 
validate the numerical results. Therefore, it is desirable to 
complement this work by estimating the magnitudes of higher 
order corrections, and by comparing results with data other 
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t han the MBAY s urveyor with other existing valida ted mod e l 
results. 
Wh en comparing the numerical results with observa t ions , 
s ignif icant d i screpancies were found and attributed t o 
simplified geomet r y and barotropic tidal flow. Therefore, one 
obvious e x t ens ion of the present work is to improve the 
barotr op i c tide model and to use real topography, including 
the effect o f the canyon, using an approach simi lar to t h e one 
d e vel o ped by Baines (1983) . 
Othe r improvements of the numerical model can be achieved 
b y includ ing wave-wave interactions, better identification and 
hand l i ng of some wave-current interactions where the ray 
tracing method is clearly not valid, and by us i ng a more 
re a listic model of the surface and bottom reflections 
(cu r re n t l y they are assumed to be perfectly elastic). 
APPENDIX A - TABLES 
Table 11-11..1 
Geographyc al c oordinates of the surveyed square area du r ing 
the MBAY experiment. 
LATITUDE LONGITUDE 
c o rne r I 1 (NE) 36.7366 122.0033 
Corn e r I 2 (SE) 36.7022 1 2 2.00 33 
Corner I 3 ( SW) 36.7022 122 0483 
Corner I . (NW) 36.7366 122 0483 
c enter ( P. Lobos ) 36.72 122.025 
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TABLE IV-A.l. 
Summary of significant parameters of Baines (~982) model, 
showing numerical values estimated for MBAY conditions. 
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DEFINITION MBAY VALUES COMKENTS 




Pe riod Frequency 
2 . 9~10·Js ., 
-
Mea n 
4.l0-3s - Sfc 
~2£ 









O. OJ - Sfc 
c' . 
(.J~ - f2 
0.006 







d/h 0.2 Parameters 
determining 
the existence 
g.o.po of an 
5 -
dp; 
interfaci al iN; (.J~) 35 
mode 
DEFINITION MBAY VALUES COMMENTS 
KnRC /Cl Normal modes 
tanh {XnRC/ c l ) 
at constant 
depth 
(1 - ( .i..) 7.) ~ Gyroscopic 
c, w, 0.82 
Wave slope 





TAI Lt IV-C.l 
Summa r y ot model runs used to discuss the numerical procedure 
and t o e s t imo!lo t e the flow associated with nonlinear effects on 
internal waves propago!loting tram the shelt break. 
RUN •• RUN 12 
Slope Attenuatted MBAY 
liar. Sulu -2 Km -7 Km 
Period - 2 Hr - 6 fu 
~ __ ~~__ ~ __ ~~~~~ __ ~~~ __ +-__ ~M~B~AY __ ~ 
~~~~~__ l-__ ~~~ __ +-__ ~~~ __ +-__ ~-~7~K~m~~ 
~ __ ~~~ __ i-__ ~~~ __ +-__ ~~~ __ +-__ ~12~H~' __ ~ 
Siralirlcalion MBAY MBAY ~~~~~~~ __ ~~____ +-__ ~~____ +-__ ~M~B~AY~  
r::l.2lk: MBA Y stratificAtion corresponds to the following values of N; 
4XI04 
20 20XIO-3 




APPENDIX B - FIGURES 
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Fiqure I -A.l 
Physical processes assumed i mportant in a coastal reg ion with 
a highly i rregul a r topography. The proc esses inside the 
thicker line apply to the Monterey Bay Mixing Experiment 





F igure (a) shows a map o f the Monterey Bay. The Monterey Bay 
Mixing Experiment (MBII.Yj location and the mooring site of th e 
buoy d a t a o f C . H.Pilskaln ( Pill sbury et al., 1992) a re marked 
with a rrows. Figure (b) shows a schematic of the MBAY 
experiment and a zoom of ocean floor topography. The RV " Pt. 
Sur" performed repeated profiling around a square p a th 
a pproximate l y every 2 hours during three days acquiring ADC P 
v elocity profiles, 586 Tow- Yo CTO prof iles and meteoro logic al 
data. Concu rrently, the RV "Pt. Lobos" was stationed close to 
the cente r o f the box control l ing a ROV performing di rect 
turbul e nce measurements. The surveyed area c o vered a 4 KIn 
square i n the South-west wall of the Monterey canyon, whose 
coordinates are shown in Table 111-1\-1. This area has a highly 
irregular t opography with depth ranging from 700m at the 
north-west corner to 150 0m at the north and south legs . 
Velocity dat a were gathered down to 250m depth and anc ill ary 
data (temperature and salinity) were observed to 80m depth 
along t he surveyed box. Strong shear and an i nternal mixed 
layer were observed at the western side of the box. 




Monllrey8l1Y North leg 
t""~- 4Km ----E'" 
.. 




Figure II-A.l Cb) 
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Figure II-A.2 
Along track tjme serjes of eastward (U) and northward (V) ADCP 
velocities from 7 to 120 meter depth for box # 25. Each 
vertical profile has been demeaned relative to a reference 
layer at 100 meter. Profiles were gathered every 1 minute. The 
profiles corresponding to each box corner are marked along the 
x-axis. Strong baroclinic, jet like features are evident in 
both components. These jets appear to be decouple from the 
surface and to reach maximum values near the thermocline. The 
strong shear layers at approximately 20m and 50m depths 
between ADCP profiles 4050 and 4070 (better seen in the U 
component profiles), and are simultaneous with the isotherms 
displacements (upward at 20m and downward at SOm) shown in the 
along track temperature profiles (between Tow-Yo profiles 472 
and 481) in Figure III-A.3. 
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Fig ure II-A .3 
Al ong track t i me ser i es of (a) sigma-theta and temperature, 
and (b) sa l i nity , from 0 to SO meter depth for box H25. The 
pro fil es at each box corner are marked along the x-axis. The 
deepe n i n g of isotherms appears to be related to the occurrence 
o f t he strong shear shown in Figure III-A.2. There is some 
evidence o f tempera ture inversions that are being compensated 
by salinity. I nterna l waves are evident at the thermoclin e in 
t he sigma-theta and temperature profi l es. 
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Figure II-A.3 (b) 

Fiqure II-A.4 
TIS diagrams of the along track Tow- Yo data over the West most 
leg 12 hou rs apart: (a) corresponds to box 1/1 at 01: 00 in 
9/5/91; and (b) corresponds to box #5 at 12:00 of t he same 
day. The new water type, appearing at the depth of )0 meter in 
(b) (box #5), corresponds to a loss in potential energy 
( d e nser water) and must be a result of mixing or intrusions . 
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Figure 11-8-1.1 
Fi gure (i) shows the 2 -dimensional autocorrelation f u nction 
used for the assimilation of the MBAY data into a grid. Figure 
(ii) shows the correlation va lues at a zero distance lag as a 
function of the time lag. Similar ly I Figure (iii) shows the 
correlation values at a zero time lag as a function of the 
spacial l ag. Correlation l ength and time scales were chosen 
based on the sampling scale . The scaled variables 'tt' and 
'rr I correspond to the squares of the scaled time and distance 
lags and are displayed in Figures (iv) and (v)_ 
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Figure II-B-L2 
An example of the implementation of the optimum interpolation 
scheme used to analyze the several observations onto a grid. 
An empirical correlation function with 450 meter and 15 
minutes scales was used. The upper Figure (i) shows the depth 
averaged number of data points used for each of the 27 runs, 
around the surveyed box. Less than 5 data points were used for 
most of the grid points along the boxes. The lower Figure (ii) 
shows contours of the depth averaged, normalized RMS errors, 
at each grid point for each box . RMS errors are indicators of 
the dominant distances between the data points and each grid 
point. Gaps in the data were assigned RMS of 1. 
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Absolute U (i) and v (ii) velocity component spectra 
(unfiltered data), after applying the GPS navigated ships 
velocity. Three bands are identified. The higher frequency 
band is assumed to be instrumental noise and was f il tered from 
the data using a 4th order, zero-phase, Butterworth filter. 
Within the error band, the observed variance is assumed to be 
from i nstrumental noise and from physica l current structure. 
This band was used to estimate the error of the absolute 
current estimates (app. 4 cm/s at 95% confidence). The 
variance in the structure band is assumed to dominated by 
physical current structure. The peak at approximately 2 hour 
period results from the strong i nhomogeneities in the mean 
velocity field over the sampled area. The semi-diurnal tidal 
component is observed in both U and V spectra. The peaks at 
approximately 4 hour period have no obvious explanation. They 
might be due to doppler shifts of the tides or to 
inhomogeneous spatial current structure. 
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vector plot of the time series of winds (il, during the MBAY 
experiment. The wind magnitudes were l ow to moderate with a 
rapid change in direction at hour 156. The magnitude and 
direction of the wind are displayed in (i il . Be l ow the figure, 
the hours of the predicted high and low tides are marked along 
the x-axis. 
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Vector plot of vertically averaged (upper 250m) absolute 
ve l ocities averaged over all 27 box measurements. Stronger 
currents are observed a t the west leg over the Southward 
facing slope of the canyon (Figure II-A. I). Overall, an 
anticyclonic circulation can be seen. Figure III-A.6 gives 
quantitative estimates of this circulation and of the 
divergence. 
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Figure III-A.2 
Figure III-A.3 
Profiles of time averaged eastward (U) velocity component for 
the 3 day measurements. Each panel represents the observed 
values along one leg. Figure (i) corresponds to the east most 
leg, (ii) corresponds to the south most leg, (iii) corresponds 
to the west most leg and finally (iv) represents the north 
most leg. Each panel starts at the beginning of the 
corresponding leg in the following direction (NE-SE-SW-NW-NE). 
They show a strong baroclinic and spatial inhomogeneous mean 










Figure 11 1-11.. 3 

Figure III-A." 
Profiles o f t i me averaged, northWard (V) ve l ocity component 
f or the 3 day measurements. Each panel represents the observed 
val ues along one l eg. Figure (i) corresponds to the east most 
leg, ( ii) cor responds to the south most leg, ( iii) corresponds 
to the west most leg and (iv) represents the north most leg. 
Each panel s ta r t s at the beginning of the correspondent leg, 
in t he following direction (NE-SE - SW-NW-NE ). They show a 
str o ng, baroclinic and spatial inhomogeneous mean flow . See 
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Figure I I I-A.5 
Time series o f box mean divergence times the inertial 
f r eque n cy (a ) , box mean vorticity (b) and time derivative o f 
the box mean vorticity (c) . The divergence was computed based 
on the no nnal component of the current relative to the ship 's 
c los e d track and the vorticity based on the along-track 
veloc ity component. The tidal signature can be seen on the 
vertical averages of the divergence (suggesting either 
int erna l wave motion or topographically forced vertica l 
velocities) . A strong baroc l inicity i s evident in a ll current 
components. One should also note the strong, rapid vortici t y 
change in the vertical a t JOm depth at hour 152 . Sect ion I I I -C 
discusses like ly consequences of this vorticity pattern. The 
t i me der i vative of vorticity, though i t shows the correct 
order of magnitude relative to the divergence that one can 
expec t from linear theory for an homogeneous ocean, does not 
follow c l osely the divergence patterns. This is likely due t o 
the presence of near-inertia l internal waves. The tidal 
signature i s also apparent in the vertical averages but is 
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Figure III-A. (; 
Profiles of the temporal evolution of the absolute value of 
the current speed at 4 points selected along the west most 
leg. The hours shown in the x-axis are referred to the 0 hour 
of September 1 1991. Baroclinic bursts of absolute velocity 
are observed with an apparent period of 24 hours. See the text 
for a more deta i led i nterpretation of the f i gure. 
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con tou rs of th e vertical structure of temperature at hour 124. 
Figure (i ) corresponds to the east most leg, (ii) corresponds 
to the south most leg, (iii) corresponds to the west most l eg 
and ( iv) represents the north most leg. Temperature data 
b etween the surface and 8m depth corresponds to a linear 
interpolat ion between the sea surface temperature and the 
f irs t CTD Tow-Yo data bin. Each panel represents the observed 
va lues along one leg . Each panel starts at the beginning of 
t he correspondent leg in the following directions (NE-SE-SW-
NW-NE) . See the text for further interpretations. 
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Contours of the vertical structure of temperature at hour 1 30. 
F igure (i) c orresponds to the east most leg, ( i i) corresponds 
to the s out h mast leg, (iii) corresponds to the west most leg 
and ( i v ) rep r esents the north most leg. Temperature data 
b e tween the s urface and 8m depth corresponds to a 1 inear 
inte rpOlation between the sea surface temperature and t he 
first CTD Tow- Yo data bin . Each pane l represents the observed 
values a l ong one leg. Each panel starts at the beginning o f 
the correspondent l e g in the fol l owing di r ections (NE-SE-SW-
















Figure III-B. 3 
vel ocity contours showing the time evolution around the 
sampled b ox at 19m depth (i. e., approximately the mean 
t he rmocline) . Figures (a) and (b) correspond to the U and V 
current components respectively. Figure (b) shows northward 
currents occurring along the west 1 eg with a t i da l 
period i c i ty , though at hours 125, 170 and 185 some current 
enha n cement can be observed. These currents are not similar to 
those shown in Figure III-B.4 .b , that show a 24 h our 
period i c i t y; however , the northward strong surface currents 
betwe en hours 180-18 5 in Figure IV-B.J.b are consistent with 
these obs ervations. One should note that between hours 140 a nd 
155 t he weaker currents at 19m are almost s imultaneous with 
the occurrence of strong vertical shear at this depth along 
t he west leg, as can be seen in Figure III-C.J, suggesting 
that part of the kinetic energy might have been used for 
mixi ng due to a shear instability process. 
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Fiqure III-B. fo 
veloci ty COll'.ponent contours showing the time evolution aroun d 
t he samp l ed b ox at 11m depth. Figures (a) and (b) correspon d 
to the U a n d V current components respectively. Figure (a) 
shows a near surface eastward current component throughout t he 
box unt i l hour 156, when this component shifts to a westward 
direct ion throughout the box. This shift seems to propagate 
a long t h e west leg between hours 150 and 160. Figure (b) show 
that t he V component at this depth is following the tidal 
cycles u ntil hour 165, after which a strong surface northward 
current starts at the beginning of the west l eg and spreads 
toward the north-west corner between hours 165 and 180. After 
hour 180 the current reaches a maximum and becomes spatially 
con fined to the western part of the surveyed area. 
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Velocity contours showing the time evolution around the 
sampled box at 51m depth. Figures (a) and (b) correspond to 
the U and V current components respectively. Figure (a) shows 
a U component following the t i dal cycle until hour 170. Rapid 
temporal changes occur at the north-west corner after hour 
150. Figure (b) shows the a strong northward V component along 
the west leg corresponding to bursts of k i netic energy 24 
hours apart, in agreement with Figure IV-A.5. At the end of 
the time series, the following burst is weaker than the 
previous two. Th i s attenuation is simUltaneous with the 
occurrence of stronger currents at the surface of Figure IV-
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Figure III-C.1 
conto u r s o f the vertical structure of temperature at hour 168. 
F igure (i ) c orresponds t o the east leg, (ii) corresponds to 
the sou t h l eg, ( iii) corresponds to the west leg and (iv) 
represents t he nor t h leg. Temperature data between the surface 
and 8 m depth is a 1 inear interpolation between the sea surface 
t empe rature and the first CTD Tow-Yo data bin. Each panel 
represents the observed values along one leg. Each panel 
starts a t the beginning of the correspondent leg in the 
f ollowing directions (NE-SE-SW-NW-NE). See the t e xt for 






Figure III-C . 2 
contours of t he vertical structure of temperature at hour ~ 74. 
F i gure ( 1 ) co rresponds t o the east leg, (ii) corresponds t o 
t h e south leg, ( iii) corresponds to t he wes t leg and (iv) 
represents the north leg. Temperature data between the surface 
and 8m depth is a linear interpolation between the sea surface 
t e mpe r a t ure and the first CTD Tow-Yo data b in . Each panel 
represents t he observed values along one leg . Each panel 
starts at the beginning af the correspondent leg in the 
followi n g d irections (NE-SE-SW-NW-NE). See the text for 
further i nterpretations. 
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Figure III-C.2 

Figure III-C. 3 
This figure shows 8 meter vertical shear magnitudes at 4 
equa lly spaced points selected along the west leg. The strong 
shear a bove 30m depth after hour 150 in the profiles of point 
' 600m I is simultaneous with the rapid variation of the surface 
c urrent of Figure 111-B.).3, and with the attenuation of the 
rectification process at the thermocline, as shown in Figure 
III-A.5 on the profiles at point '600m' and in Figure 111-
e.4 . b along the west leg. This strong shear could be 
associated with the start of the i nterna l mixed layer observed 
i n Figure III-C.l.a at the west leg. 
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Figure III-C.3 
Figure I I I-D.l 
Current meter time series (a), simultaneous with the MBAY 
survey from a mooring instrumented with temperature (i) . 
eastwa rd (U) velocity component (il) and northward (V) 
ve loc ity c omponent (iii) measurements. The hours displayed 
a long the x - ax is correspond to hours after 0: 00 of September 
1, 1991. The MBAY cruise was from hours 120 to 186. Spectral 
estimates were computed for 128 hours segments and are shown 
in F i gures (b), (el and (d), for temperature (in potential 
energy units), and U and V velocities respectively. The 
location of the mooring was within 2000rn north of the center 
of t h e north leg, as shown in Figur e II-A.l. A sernidiurnal 
t i dal signal i s evident on the temperature and U t ime series, 
wh ich i s nearly aligned with the canyon axis, though the 
spectral estimates also show a significant peak at the 24 hour 
per i od. The temperature t i me series show s i gnificant drops of 
O.6°C 24 hours apart, though smaller ones can be observed 
between them. The persistence of the spectral estimates in 
time suggests that there were no abnormal features present, so 
the present data can be assumed to be typical for this time of 
the year in this area. 
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Potential Energy Power Spectrum fo r 128 Hr subsets (units in (rnls)!\2) 
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U Velocity Power Spectru m for 128 Hr subsets (units in (m/s)"2 
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V Velocity Power Spectrum for 128 Hr subsets (units in (m/s )1\2) 
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Figure III-D-2 
Schematic representation of vorticity generation mechanisms in 
a tidal flow over topography: (a) potential vorticity 
conservation-column stretching and squeezing; (b) differential 
fr i ct ion due to velocity shear (for quadra t ic f riction law); 
(c) differential friction due to lateral depth gradients; (d) 
asymmetrical depth profi le changes [from Robi nson, 1985 , 
fig.7.7] . 
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Figure IV-A.l 
Tidal velocity amplitudes over the simplified continental 
slope taken as representative of the topography in the MBAY 
vicinity . Figure (a) represents the cross-shore (U) horizontal 
tidal component increasing in magnitude as depth shal l ows. 
Figure (b) shows the consequent, bottom induced vertical 
velocity (W) amp l itudes, that are in-phase with the horizonta l 
cross-shore velocities. The horizontal velocity amplitudes 
were computed assuming kinetic energy conservation with a 
rigid lid assumption. The vertical velocities were then 
derived by continuity assuming no velocity normal to the 
vertical boundaries. This velocity field was used fo r the 
characterization of the interna l tidal field in the MBAY area 
and for the study of nonlinear internal tide propagation, 
where it was taken as the non-stationary mean velocity field 
on which the waves propagate. Figure (c) displays the 
resultant interna l tide forcing term (N'1-1/i:lT ) as derived by 
Baines (~982) taking into account the assumed stratification 
for the MBAY conditions, as discussed in the text. 
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Figure IV-C. ~ 
Ray paths for run #1 along the grid representing an attenuated 
continental slope relative to MBAY conditions, extending for 
10 Km between the 18 Km and 8 Km distances with depth ranging 
from 200 to 1000rn. Fi gure (a) shows vertical sections of the 
rays and Figure (b) the top view (horizontal paths). See text 
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Figure IV-C.2 
Ra y i n itial velocity amplitudes for run #1 along the cross-
s hor e axis. The shelf break is at 18 Km and the rays a re 
prop aga t ing towards decreasing values. The horizontal axis 
identif i es each ray path by the corresponding starting t ime . 
Th e letters I up I and I dw I identi fy initially upward a nd 
downward rays respectively. The velocity ampl i tudes were 
compu ted from the wave action and intrinsic frequency along 
t he rays for an initial wave velocity amplitude of 0. 15 m/s. 
Th i s r un was forced with waves having six times the tidal 
frequen c y and the typical length scales derived in IV-A. See 
text f or interpretatio n of these results. 
Figure IV-C.2 
Figure IV-C.3 
Ray paths for run #2 along the gr i d representing a continental 
slope similar to MBAY condit i ons, extending for 5 Km between 
9 Km and 4 Km distances and with depth ranging from 20 0 to 
lOOOm. F i gure (a) shows vertical sections of the rays a nd 
Fi g ure (b) the top view (horizontal paths). This run wa s 
forced wi th waves having twice the tidal frequency and a 
typ i cal length scale of 7Km, as derived in IV-A. See t ext f o r 
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Figure IV-C.4 
Ray initial velocity amplitudes for run #2 along the cross-
shore axis. The shelf break is at 9 KIn and the rays are 
propagating towards decreasing values. The x-axis identifies 
each ray path by the correspondent starting time. The letters 
'dw' and 'up' identify initially upward and downward rays . The 
ampl itudes were computed from the wave action and intrinsic 
frequency along the rays for initial wave velocity 




Figure IV-C. 5 
Ray paths for run 1/3 along the grid representing a continental 
slope similar to MBAY conditions, extending for 5 KID between 
9 Km and 4 Km distances and with depth ranging from 200 to 
lOOOm. Figure (a) shows vertical sections of the rays and 
Figure (b) the top view (horizontal paths). This run was 
forced with waves having semi diurnal tidal frequency and a 
length scale of 7KID, as derived in IV-A. See text for 
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Figure IV-C. G 
Time series of frequency at the source for run #3. Figure (i) 
corresponds to the Eulerian frequency and Figure (ii) to t he 
intrinsic frequency. The horiZontal axis represents the time 
during a typical tidal cycle. The effects of doppler shifting 
are evident in the Eulerian frequency producing a modulation 
wi th the tidal period; however, the stra in i ng effects arc 
visible in the intrinsic fr e quency in the form of a modulation 
by a frequency twice the tidal, canceling the symmetry of the 
Eul erian frequenc y modulation. 
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Figure I V-C.7 
Evo l ution of frequency along each ray path for run ~3. Figure 
(a) c o rresponds to the intrinsic frequency and Figure (b) to 
the Eulerian frequency. The horizontal axis represents t h e 
propagation time for each ray since it started from the source 
point at the shel f break. Rays are marked i n accordance to t he 
time on t he t i dal cycle at their beginning . One shou l d note 
the range of the intrinsic frequency extends from 
approximately the i nertial frequency (0. 8xlO--:s-1) to 3 times 
the inertial frequency . The Eulerian frequency shows that some 
rays experience a strong advection , overcoming their grou p 
velocities during at least part of the tidal cycle, CIS can be 
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Figure IV-C.S 
Evolution of wavenumber along each ray path for run #3. Figure 
(a) corresponds to the horizontal, cross-slope wavenumber 
component and Figure (b) to vertical wavenumber component. The 
horizontal axis represents the propagation time for each ray 
since it started from the source point at the shelf break . 
Rays are marked in accordance to the time on the beginning of 
the tidal cycle . One should note the modulation of the 
wavenumber by the spatial derivatives of the mean flow . The 
rays that start during the flood are advected onto the shelf 
where no changes occur; however, when they propagate back to 
the shelf break, though the vertical component has significant 
variability, the horizontal components do not change l ike 
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Figure IV-C. 9 
Schemat i c of ray paths and velocity field estimatio n. A 
t ypica l c hara cterist ic trajectory (j) starting at time ' to ' 
and ' x=z= o t in the space time domain is displayed. The 
variables 'ti' correspond to the instants the ray arrives t o 
each location in the x-z plane. The time variant velocity 
func tion 'v', starting at the origin, is propagated along the 
ray changi ng its parameters in accordance with changes in the 
mean flow and location in space. 'l'he instantaneous veloci ty 
estimates at time 'T' are then computed by projecting the 
Charac ter istic path onto the plane x-z that intersects the 
t ime a x is at the corresponding time. The velocity phase lags 
are obtained from the time lags IT-tit and the time t he ray 
crossed the origin. 
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Figure IV-C. 9 
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Figure IV-C.l.O 
posit i o n of the interfac e of a two layer model at the various 
phases o f the barotropic tide over the edge of a slope . Arrows 
denote current direct i on [ from Baines, 1982 fig.6J. 
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Figure IV-C . 10 
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Figure IV-C .l l 
Contours showing the 24 hour velocity averages result i ng f r om 
mod el run #3 over the simpl i f i ed continental slope. Figure (a ) 
sho~/s the onshore velocity component (U), and Figure (b) sho'N'S 
t h e alongslope component (V), wi th the positive direct i o n 
being into the page . The model wa s fo r ced wi th sernidiurna l 
int ernal waves at a point source at 25m depth in the shelf 
b rea k. The parameters for this run are summarized in Table IV-
C.1 . stro ng spatially i nhomogeneous ve l oe l t y residuals are 
observed in d epth ranges from 30 t o 70m , though smaller 
r e s i d uals can be observed in the profi l es at 750 0m d i s t ance 
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Figure IV-C. ~2 
Contours showing the velocity profile time series of model run 
#3 at 6500rn (a) I 7500m (b), and 8250m (el. The onshore 
veloei ty component (U) is displayed in Figures (i) and the 
alongslope component (V) I with the positive direction being 
into the page is displayed in Figures (ii). The model was 
forced with semidiurnal internal waves at a point source at 
25m depth in the shelf break. The parameters for this run are 
summarized in Tabl e IV-C.l . Wave-like patterns at several 
frequencies are seen in a ll figures, though the profiles at 
8750m show h i gher frequencies compared to the others. One 
should note the 24 hour periodicity in the V component at 
6500m, between 40m and 100m depths, that can also be seen at 
SOm depth in the profiles at 7S00m . The 24 hour averages 
displ ayed in Figure IV-C.II show strong residual currents at 
these locations and depths. 
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Figure IV-C. ~2 (e) 
Figure IV-C. ~3 
contours showing counts of hourly occurrences of Richardson 
number below the critical value of 0.25 over a 24 hour period. 
The assumed stratification is described in Table IV-C.l. The 
high number of occurrences of below critical conditions at 
depth ranges of 50 and 100m depth, and within 3000m from the 
shelf break, suggests that internal tide shear instabilities 
might exist forcing internal mixed layers as observed during 
the MBAY experiment. One should note the poor resolution of 
the estimates due to the broad resolution of the ray tracing 
numerical method that strongly enhance the edges of the 
internal wave beam. Nevertheless, the relative potential 
c o ntribution of the three c l asses of rays (deeper rays 
star ting during the flood, shallower starting during the ebb, 
a nd intermediate starting during slack waters) is evident in 
the figure, with the shallow rays displaying a larger capacity 
to generate shear instabilities. 
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